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Abstract 

The focus of this thesis is the effects of high blood oxygen levels during and after 

ischemic stroke, in view of popular theories of damage in the reperhion period due to an 

increased production of oxygen-derived free radicals. 

Five groups were studied: ( I )  intra-ischemic normoxernia, (2) low intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia, (3)  high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia, (4) repefision hyperoxemia, and (5) 

intra-ischemic plus reperfksion hyperoxernia. Male Wistar rats were subjected to a 60 

stroke induced by an intraluminal suture. 

All hyperoxemia treatment groups fared better, both behaviorally and 

neuropathologically. than the normoxemic control group. Both levels of intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia, and repefision hyperoxernia, resulted in improved Bederson neurologic 

scores, reduced cortical infarction and less total damage. The intra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxernia treatment produced the most favorable results, with drastic 

improvements in the measured variables. 

It is concluded that increased blood oxygen levels during and after stroke are not 

damaging, but rat her advantageous. 
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CHAPTER ONE: LNTRODUCTION 

Stroke is a brain injury that affects many individuals. In Canada, 50,000 people a 

year have a stroke, one third of which are fatal. Successful clinical treatments for stroke 

are limited to only one measure at present, thrombolysis, despite the fact that stroke 

research on animals has revealed several determinants of stroke size. Factors such as 

neurotransmitters, temperature, glucose, and blood pressure have all been shown to affect 

the size of brain damage in rodents after stroke. The research that will be presented in 

this thesis represents a novel potential treatment for stroke - namely the elevation of 

blood oxygen levels. I will begin by reviewing the factors that have been shown to affect 

brain damage after stroke. Then, experiments that have already varied oxygen during and 

after stroke will be reviewed. Because high oxygen has been proposed and proven to 

have pathological effects, the concepts of repehsion injury and oxygen toxicity will be 

examined. The characteristics of oxygen in the atmosphere and the blood will then be 

given to help comprehend the beneficial effects of elevated blood oxygen during a stroke. 

I will then describe in detail the experiments completed for this thesis. The results of the 

experiments, some of which are somewhat surprising, will then be presented, followed by 

the conclusions which can be drawn based on the results. Possible shortcomings of this 

research, together with hture experiments this research leads to, will be presented at the 

end of this thesis. 

The first concept which needs to be addressed is the definition of stroke. What 

happens inside the brain when a person suffers a stroke? 

What is Cerebral Ischemia? 

Blood supply to the brain is principally derived From two pairs of arteries. The 



Figure 1 - Principle blood supply to the hr-in.  Inferior view of a human brain. The artcn'cs 
composing the Circle of  Willis are colorcd in llink Adaptcd from Diamond ct J, 198s. 

anterior circulation is fed by the left and right internal carotid arteries, and the posterior 

circulation is fed by the left and right vertebral arteries'. The anterior and posterior 

circulations do flow together, being linked at the base of the brain by a network of 

interconnected arteries, or an mastornosis, called the Circle of willis2 (figure 1). 

When a person has a stroke, adequate blood supply to the brain is disrupted due to 

a blockage within a blood vessel. This reduction in blood supply is known as ischemia 



(from Greek: ischo, to hold back + haima, b~ood)~.  The reduction of blood can be the 

result of a thrombosis (a stationary clot), an embolism (a floating clot that has become 

lodged in a smaller vessel), or hemorrhage (rupture or leaking of blood from vessels)". If 

a blockage occurs within or near the Circle of Willis, the connection of the carotid and 

vertebral arterial systems may provide adequate compensatory blood flow to the cerebral 

hemispheres. In the event of inadequate blood supply, the tissue normally supplied with 

blood becomes necrotic, or dead. The affected area is known as an infarct. 

Global cerebral ischemia is a term used to describe what happens when the entire 

brain is ischemic. This occurs in humans when the heart stops beating and blood flow of 

the entire body ceases. Focal cerebral ischemia is a term used when only a discrete area 

of the brain is deprived of blood, as occurs when one has a stroke. These two brain 

insults are pathogenetically different, and should be researched and treated as two 

independent forms of brain damage. 

Cell Death in Ischemia 

Selective Neuronal Necrosis vs. Pun-Necrosis 

Damage to the brain occurs in one of two forms, depending on whether the 

damage affects neurons only, or whether other elements of neural tissue are also 

damaged. Selective neuronnt necrosis, or incomplete necrosis, i s  the term used when 

only neurons are damaged. If all elements of the affected tissue are damaged, including 

neurons, glia, and blood vessels, the lesion is  called pan-necrosis, or complete necrosis3. 

The potential for recovery is far greater for selective necrosis than for pan-necrosis 

because some neural elements remain undamaged in the former. Pan-necrosis results in 

fluid filled cysts where neural tissue once existed3. 



The term penumbra is one borrowed from astrology, where it refers to the 

vaguely shaded annulus that encompasses the moon during a solar eclipse5. In 

neuropathology, the term penumbra refers to a very thin  band of selective neuronal 

necrosis which surrounds the dense area of pan-necrosis after an ischemic insult5. The 

commonest explanation for the penumbra is that it is a brain region that has experienced a 

reduction in b Iood flow (hypopefisio n), but has sti l l experienced enough vascularization 

to preserve some of the cells. The severity of ischemia diminishes with distance from the 

infarct core, and the penumbra represents an area of "bare survival" of glia and blood 

vessel s5. 

Glu tamale Excito toxicity 

Theories of why neurons die after a period of ischemia involve neurochemicals. 

Glutamate and aspartate are the major excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters of the 

Central Nervous System (CNS). They account for most of the fast synaptic transmission 

that occurs between neurons6. The fundamental idea that neurons can be damaged by 

overstimulation, or excitotoxicity, was originated by Olney with his observatioas on 

glutamate toxicity7". 

The association between glutamate excitotoxicit y and ischemic necrosis arose out 

of the observations that both phenomena produce necrosis of only cenain neurons in 

distinct brain regions1'. This concept is known as selective vulnerability3. The 

similarity of selective vulnerability in both excitotoxic necrosis and ischemic necrosis 

gave rise to the formation of the excitotoxin hypothesis for ischemic injury. This 

hypothesis states that the selective vulnerability seen in ischemia is due to excessive 

increases in the concentration of excitatory amino acids, and subsequent excitotoxicitylO. 



Measurements of amino acid concentrations by intracerebral microdialysis during 

ischemia have shown that glutamate and aspanate concentrations do indeed increase 

during ischemia1 '. As a result of this increase in extracellular glutamate. receptor- 

coupled ion channels are opened and a large influx of calcium enters the cell. This 

calcium influx activates a host of catabolic enzymes that ultimately cause neuronal 

death1'. In an effort to test this hypothesis, Benveniste measured extracellular glutamate 

concentrations during ischemia, evaluated the toxicity of any glutamate concentration 

increase, and related any glutamate increase to calcium homeostasis. It was found that 

toxic levels of glutamate were produced during ischemia. and that increases in 

extracellular glutamate correlated with decreases in extracellular calcium, thus supporting 

the glutamate excitoxic theory of ischemia1*. 

Glutamate does not act on a single receptor, but rather at multiple receptors which 

are often co-localized on neurons12. Glutamate receptors are classitied into three groups: 

1) N-methy I-D-aspartate ( I W D A ) ,  2) (AMPA)-kainate, and 3 )  metabotropic13. Studies 

that have attempted to mitigate ischemic injury with glutamate antagonists have been 

successful in animal models. Simon et all4 found that microinfusion of an NMDA 

antagonist into the hippocampus before ischemia protected against the development of 

ischemic damage. Buchan et all5 found that intraperitoneal injections of an AMPA 

antagonist also reduced infarct size. Testing of a metabotropic glutamate receptor 

antagonist revealed that the inhibition of these receptors also resulted in neuroprotection 

from ischemia? 



Clinical Drug Trials 

Based on this preliminary success in animal models, clinical trials have tested 

whether drugs which affect neurotransmission can mitigate damage arising 60m cerebral 

ischemia in humans. Although the results are not published, drug trials have been 

uniformly unsuccessfUl at treating stroke. Thus far, over a dozen clinical drug trials have 

been completed, most agents aiming to protect the brain parenchyma, or neural tissue. 

The inconsistent results between animal and human trials can be at least partially 

understood in  light of a study done by Nurse and ~orbett". They found that the 

glutamate antagonist NBQX, which was shown to protect hippocampal CAI  neurons 

against global ischemia1', also produced a period of subnormal brain temperature. 

Hypotherrnia has been shown to provide neuroprotection after ischemia (see below). 

When the post-ischemic brain temperature of the NBQX gerbils was regulated to 

normothermia, no neural protection was foundI7. Based on these results, they concluded 

that an induced period of hypothermia brought on by a drug could obscure the 

interpretation of pre-clinical drug trials. 

One chemical agent has had success in reducing stroke size at both the animal and 

human level. If the occlusion of an artery that causes ischemia is due to a blood clot, as 

opposed to a cholesterol or tissue clot, it is conceivable that a blood clot dissolving agent 

would lessen the degree of ischemia. The severity of ischemia is related to the duration 

of occlusion (see below). Zivin et all9 found that intravenous administration of tissue 

plasminogen activator (t-PA), an agent that dissolves the fibrin network which makes up 

a blood clot", immediately after the injection of numerous small blood clots into the 

carotid circulation of rabbits caused a significant reduction in neurological damage. 



Marler et al2l  found the same improved neurological outcome when t-PA administration 

was tested in a human clinical trial. 

While excitotoxicity may be a mechanism of neuronal death after ischemia, brain 

chemical therapy should not be the only treatment considered for stroke. The optimal 

management of clinical ischemia may involve the manipulation of physiological 

parameters in addition to, or instead of, drug administration. Animal trials that have 

varied temperature, blood glucose level, blood pressure, ischemic duration, and blood 

oxygen levels during and after cerebral ischemia have shown that these parameters do in 

fact influence infarct size. A brief review of this literature will now be presented. 

Temperature 

Cooling of the brain during ischemia has been known for at least 50 years to 

provide ne~ro~ro tec t ion~~"~.  Experiments done in the last 20 years provide 

ovenvhelming evidence of the validity of early experiments. While early experiments 

decreased the core body temperature, Busto et alZ6 allowed brain temperature to vary 

independently of core body temperature during ischemia in rats. They found that the core 

body temperature unreliably reflects brain temperature during ischemia, and that small 

decrements of intra-ischemic brain temperature (2-S°C) markedly mitigated the 

histopathological changes following 3-day survival. These results of hypothermia 

during ischemia have been supported in both global stroke models, where the entire brain 

is and focal ischemia models""", where only a portion of the brain is 

ischemic. 

Cooling of the brain temperature after ischemia has also been shown to have 

neuroprotective properties. While brief periods (2-3 hours) of postischemic hypothermia 



35-37 have had mixed results, producing either reduced damage or no change in 

damage 29.38,39 , longer periods ( 1 2-24 hours) of postisc hemic hypot hermia have 

consistently shown improved neurological outcome 17.4042 

As a corollary to the beneficial outcome of hypothermia with ischemia, 

hyperthermia, or elevated temperatures, has been shown to produce deleterious effects 

with ischemia. Dietrich et al" compared intra-ischemic normothermia (37OC) to intra- 

ischemic hyperthermia (3g°C). They found that hyperthermia not only increased 

mortality and injury, but also resulted in more frequent injury. Other studies have 

verified these findings in both global44b4' and foca14%troke models. Hyperthermia 

induced after an ischemic period has also been shown to aggravate ischemic injury4'. 

Interestingly, hyperthermia induced 24 hours before an ischemic period was found to 

make the damage less severeJ8, probably by inducing protective, heat shock proteins. 

Because of the powefil influence brain temperature has on ischemic injury, it is 

of utmost irnponance to consider and control for this variable during a stroke experiment 

to avoid a confounding variable. 

Blood Glucose Level 

Another physiological parameter which has been shown to influence infarct size 

after a stroke is blood glucose level. It has been shown that inducing hyperglycemia, or 

elevated blood glucose levels, above 10- 13 m M  after cerebral ischemia caused more 

seizures to develop and greater histological damage when compared to a normogiycemic 

control group (3-9 mM), and hyperglycemia above 16 m M  caused seizures which were 

invariably fatal". The exacerbating effects of hyperglycemia on ischemia have been 

found by other researchers as  ell^'‘'^. 



The effects of hypoglycemia, or lower than normal blood glucose levels, have 

been shown to be beneficial after cerebral ischemia. Adult rats which were fasted for 48 

hours prior to ischemia showed reduced cerebral necrosis when compared to a non-fasted 

group, suggesting than low blood sugar levels may mitigate ischemic necrosiss4. New- 

born rat pups who were fasted showed this same reduction in ischemic necrosis55. 

A popular method of inducing hypoglycemia is to inject insulin, a protein 

hormone secreted From the pancreas that increases the uptake of glucose and amino acids 

by most tissues, thus lowering blood glucose levelJ6. lnitial studies which used insulin to 

reduce blood glucose levels after global isc hernia indicated that insulin administration 

could reduce ischemic necrosis". 

To determine whether the neuroprotective effects of insulin in global ischemia is 

due to a direct eRect on the brain or an indirect effect of reducing blood glucose level, 

stroke experiments were undertaken in which insulin was administered alone or at the 

same time as glucose. A third control group experienced ischemia with saline injection. 

The results indicate that insulin has a direct effect in mitigating neuronal necrosis after 

global ischemia, whether or not hypoglycemia is allowed to occur58. Additional 

experiments were performed to further test whether insulin interacts directly with brain 

parenchyma by injecting insulin directly into cerebral ventricles. It was shown that 

insulin injection reduced ischemic necrosis, suggesting that insulin does indeed have a 

direct neuroprotective effect on CNS parenchyma59. 

Insulin administration has also been shown to have a mitigating effect on infarct 

size after focal ischemia6*. Unlike global ischemia, glucose administration at the same 

time as insulin administration nullified most of the neuropmtective effects, suggesting 



that the protection insulin provides with focal ischemia is due to a reduction in  peripheral 

blood glucose levels and not due to a direct effect on CNS parenchyma60. The analysis of 

blood glucose levels demonstrated that blood glucose levels correlated with infarct size 

after focal ischemia, regardless of whether insulin was injected, supponing the notion of 

neuroprotection due to hypoglycemia in focal ischem ia60. 

Since blood glucose levels are influential on ischemic injury, it is also important 

to control for and to consider this variable during stroke research if the results of 

experiments are to be hlly understood. 

Blood hessurdIsc h emic In tensity 

Blood pressure during a stroke has also been shown to greatly influence infarct 

size6'. Zhu and Auer found that subjecting male rats to graded hypotension, or 

decreased blood pressure, during a period of focal ischemia produced infarct sizes that 

got larger as blood pressure got lower. This can be understood by considering that lower 

levels of blood pressure could collapse microvasculature around the ischemic area, 

thereby decreasing collateral circulation and increasing the degree of ischemia. 

Analogous to Zhu and Auer's findings, Drumrnond et a162 found that inducing 

hypertension, or elevated blood pressure, in rats during focal cerebral ischemia 

improved local blood flow and reduced ischemia. The beneficial effects of hypenension 

during ischemia has also been displayed in experimental primate focal ischemia6). This 

explains the adaptive value of Gushing's response, the spontaneous elevation of blood 

pressure in response to acute cerebral ischemia6", or other brain injuries. It is important 

to note, however, that hypertension may result in increased edema65 and increased 

hemorrhage66, factors which may cause necrosis and mortality secondary to the ischemic 



insult. 

Because of the observed and conceived effects that variations in blood pressure 

may cause with ischemia, this is also a variable which must be monitored and considered 

when analyzing the results of experimental stroke. 

Related to, but different from, blood pressure is the amount of blood reaching 

ischemic tissue. This ischemic density has been shown to influence infarct size. Steen et 

a16' compared complete ischemia to incomplete ischemia, and concluded that some blood 

flow results in better neurological outcome than no blood flow. For this reason it is 

important to occlude the relevant artery to the same degree when conducting stroke 

research. 

Ischemic Duration 

The duration of ischemia has also been shown to influence infarct size. Zhu and 

~ u e r ~ l  found that at all three levels of blood pressure tested, infarct size increased with 

every additional 20 minutes of focal ischemia. it has also been shown that interrupting a 

period of focal ischemia with intermittent repefision, effectively breaking up the 

ischemic period into smaller periods, also has beneficial effectG! For these reasons it is 

important to keep the duration of ischemia constant in stroke research. 

Ischemia and O x y ~ e n  

Hypoxia vs. Ischemia 

Brain damage due to stroke is often incorrect I y referred to as "hypoxic/ischemic 

brain damage" in the l i terat~re~~*'~.  During ischemia, important substances in the blood, 

including oxygen and glucose, are not delivered to the tissue. As well, metabolic waste 

products arising from cellular respiration, such as lactate and K ions, are not removed 



from the tissue. Ischemia is therefore hndamentally different from hypoxia, which is a 

lower than normal level of dissolved oxygen in the blood, while blood flow is actually 

increased71. Because of these obvious differences, inadequate blood flow and low blood 

oxygen levels should be researched and treated as two fbndamentally different 

phenomena. 

Hypavin and Hypero-uicl during isc h emici 

Miyamoto and ~ u e r "  set out to isolate the effects of hypoxia and ischemia by 

varying the arterial blood oxygen levels into the low, normal, and high range during focal 

ischemia in male Wistar rats. They found that a very low blood oxygen level 

(hypoxemia) (PaOz = 25 mm Hg), even at a low blood pressure (30 mm Hg), did not, by 

itself, produce necrotic neurons. The tissue is probably saved due to the compensatory 

mechanisms in the brain that increase blood flow. Behavioral evidence suppons this 

finding - mountaineers climbing at high altitudes frequently display errors in judgement 

not seen at lower altitudes. However, detailed neuropsychological tests done on 

mountaineers 2-7 weeks following their return From base camp after a Mount Everest 

expedition reveal no permanent neuropsychological impairment7', suggesting that even 

severe hypoxia is not accompanied by permanent brain damage. 

Hypoxemia (PO2 = 46.5 * I .4 mm Hg) induced at the same time as ischemia, 

however, was found to exacerbate the necrosis from 16.6 + 7.0% to 24.3 f 4.7% of the 

hemisphere, when compared to a normoxemic (POt = 120.5 k 4.1 mm Kg) control 

group. This finding suggests that arterial oxygen variations in the low range can 

influence the infarct size produced by a lack of blood flow. Miyamoto and Auer also 

varied arterial blood oxygen levels into the high range. They found that elevating blood 



oxygen levels (hyperoxemia)(POz = 213.9 k 5.8 mm Hg) at the same time as inducing 

cerebral ischemia mitigated the infarct size to only 7.5 + 1.9% of the hemisphere. This 

finding suggests that arterial oxygen variations in the high range can also influence the 

infarct size produced by a lack of blood flow. 

These results of the general analysis of damage in the entire hemisphere were 

sharpened when the cerebral neocortex was examined. In the cerebral neocortex, 

hypoxernia, normoxemia and hyperoxemia during isc hernia produced necrosis of 12.8 t 

3.1?b, 8.0 f 4.6%- and 0.3 f 0.2% of the hemisphere, respectively (pC0.0 1).  Cortical 

infarction was eliminated entirely with hyperoxemia during ischemia in 8 of 10 rats. 

Based on these provocative results. Miyamoto and Auer concluded that while intra- 

ischemic hypoxemia exacerbates ischemic necrosis, intra-ischemic hyperoxemia could 

potentially mitigate brain damage, especially in the cortex. Because no hyperbaric 

oxygenation was used, the results could have wide clinical applicability. 

Because the results of Miyamoto and Auer were so surprising, there were a 

number of questions I wanted to answer for this Master's Thesis. Is intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia really beneficial to stroke outcome? In addition to less brain damage, are 

there advantageous behavioral results as well? Is there a correlation between the degree 

of hyperoxemia and the amount of damage? 

What happens when there are high levels of oxygen in the blood that retlrrns to 

ischemic tissue? In other words, is the reperfusion period also a potential time for 

oxygen therapy, or would this cause more damage? What is the impact, both 

behaviorally and histological 1 y, of combining intra-isc hemic hyperoxemia with 

reperhsion hyperoxemia after a stroke? 



It is conceivable that elevating blood oxygen levels could in fact be detrimental in 

combination with ischemia, due to widely accepted concepts of repefision injury and 

oxygen toxicity. It is important therefore to review these concepts before delving into the 

specifics of this thesis. 

Re~erfusion lniurv 

Oxygen-Derived Free Radicals 

It is currently believed that a substantial amount of the damage resulting from an 

ischemic insult arises from the reintroduction of blood to the "dry" tissue. This 

theoretical necrosis secondary to that caused by the ischemia itself is called reperfusion 

injury, or post-ischemic injury7'. This repefision injury is believed to be largely due to 

the production of oxygen-derived free radicals upon reintroduction of molecular oxygen 

to the ischemic tissueT3. A free radical is a molecule containing an odd number of 

electrons, which gives it an "open" or "half' bond. thus rendering it  extremely reactive7). 

Free radical production is believed to occur after ischemia because the decrease in blood 

flow is sufficient to limit oxygen availability needed to produce adequate amounts of 

ATP? This drop in the amount of ATP in ischemic tissue begins a biochemical cascade 

which, upon repefision, produces large amounts of the superoxide radical and 

secondarily derived cytotoxic species capable of causing massive tissue damageT3. 

Free radical scavengers are protective enzymes or drugs that efficiently and 

specifically react with the radicals, reducing their cytotoxicityn. Studies have examined 

whether attempting to reduce the amount of free radicals produced after a stroke by the 

administration of free radical scavengers could mitigate infarct size. Mizoi et a17" found 

that administration of several different free radical scavengers with cerebral ischemia did 



indeed reduce infarct size. These results have also been found by other  researcher^"'^'. 

A study by Tan et a18' found that fetal rabbits who were exposed to repetitive global 

ischemia-reperfusion exhibited greater cortical cell death than those rabbits exposed to 

sustained global ischemia-reperfusion and control animals. Maternal administration of 

free radical scavenging antioxidants resulted in less cortical and hippocampal cell death 

in the repetitive reperfhion group, which suggests that free radicals may be involved in 

global ischemia repefision. However, since Free radical levels were not actually 

measured, any damaging affects of free radicals can not be confirmed. It has even been 

suggested that at least some of the neuroprotective effects of hypothermia with ischemia 

is due to a reduction in the amount of oxygen derived free radicals produced 83. 

Hypoxic and Hyperoxic Reperfusion 

Hypoxic reperfbsion has been tested to examine whether repefision injury could 

be reduced by reducing the amount of oxygen in the blood returning to ischemic tissue. 

It was believed that reducing the su bstratr for oxygen-derived free radicals, namely 

oxygen, could reduce the damage. Ulatowski et als4 found that hypoxic repehsion did 

not improve brain electrical function after a period of global ischemia, and that the 

cerebral oxygen consumption did not differ between the normoxic and hypoxic groups. 

However, since free radical levels themselves were not tested. nothing can be confirmed 

about free radical involvement. Zwerner et als5 found that hypoxic ventilation during 

cardiopulmonary resuscitation in dogs failed to improve neurological scores upon 

resuscitation although the necessary substrate for oxidant injury again was reduced. In 

this study free radical levels themselves unfortunately were not actually measured. These 

studies suggests that variations of reperfision blood oxygen into the low range do not 



affect ischemic damage, but since free radical levels were not measured, it remains 

unclear what role they play. As well, since these studies involved global ischemia, the 

role of hypoxic reperfusion in focal ischemia remains unclear. 

Based on all of these theoretical considerations, high blood oxygen levels in the 

blood reintroduced to ischemic tissue might be damaging to brain tissue by augmenting 

the generation of oxygen-derived free radicals. It is not known conclusively whether such 

generation is harmful, or whether it is balanced by local improvements in tissue POI. A 

study by Lipinski et alS6 compared normoxic ventilation during resuscitation to hyperoxic 

ventilation after cardiac arrest, examining both neurobehaviorai and histological 

outcomes. They found no difference between groups either behaviorally or 

histologically. Again, since no free radical measurement was performed, the role of 

oxygen-derived free radicals remains unclear. Agard h et alS7 examined the histological 

outcomes of hypoxic, normoxic, and hyperoxic reperfusion, and correlated this with free 

radical production. They concluded that there is no indication that variations in the post- 

ischemic oxygen supply altered the production of free radicals, or modulated the damage 

incurred as a result of ischemia. Together these studies suggest that variations of 

repefision blood into the high range after global ischemia does not influence infarct size. 

The seemingly incompatible tindi ngs that free radical scavengers mitigate 

ischemic damage yet hyperoxemic reperfi~sion does not exacerbate ischemic damage can 

be understood if it is considered that any legitimate cytotoxic effects of free radicals may 

not be dose-dependent of the substrate. That is, free radical production and 

corresponding damage may be independent of arterial oxygen tension, existing as an "all- 

or-none" phenomenon. Research and treatment should approach free radicals and 



reperfhion oxygen levels as separate entities. 

Oxwen Toxicity 

While it has not been proven that elevating blood oxygen levels in combination 

with ischemic tissue is pathological. hyperoxia has been shown to have some 

pathological effects which will now be briefly reviewed. 

Hyperbaric Pressure 

The initial work demonstrating oxygen toxicity was done at hyperbaric pressure. 

The concept of oxygen toxicity was pioneered by Paul Bert in 1878, who showed that 

oxygen could be highly poisonous and that no living matter was exempt88. Birds exposed 

to air at extremely high pressures, or hyperbrria, convulsed and ultimately died, and it 

was later deduced that oxygen was the key factor in these convulsionssR. In  1899 Lorrain 

Smith found that mice that breathed oxygen at high barometric pressures (7.7-3.6 

atmospheric pressures) developed fatal pulmonary damage after 5 to 10 hours8'. Rats 

exposed to hyperbaric pressure have been shown to develop bilateral necrosis in selective 

regions of the CNS". As early as 19 10, experiments were being conducted on humans at 

hyperbaric pressure to examine the adverse effects of oxygen. In 19 1 2 Bornstein suffered 

chronic leg spasms while riding an ergometer under 3 atmospheric pressures for 45 

minutes. Behnke et a19' found that breathing pure oxygen at 4 atmospheric pressures 

could produce convulsions in adult humans, but pulmonary symptoms were not 

produced. Blood pressure and respiratory rate were not affected in this study at 

hyperbaric pressures. Pulmonary distress, characterized by hyperventilation, substernal 

pain, and coughing, has been shown to by other investigators to occur in humans after 8 

hours at 2 atmospheric pressures89. In 1947 Donald studied the effects of hyperbaric 



oxygen in underwater divers. Divers were shown to be prone to lip twitching, nausea, 

auditory hallucinations, tinnitus and confusion, depending on depth and duration of 

exposures8. 

Normobaric Pressure 

Oxygen toxicity exists not only at hyperbaric, but also at normobaric pressures. 

Mice have been shown to develop pulmonary damage from breathing pure oxygen at 0.8 

atmospheric pressures (608 mm Hg) after 4 dayss? Dogs have been shown to develop 

pulmonary damage from breathing pure oxygen at 1 atmospheric pressure after 12 to 18 

hourssg. Pulmonary distress has been shown to develop in humans as a result of 

breathing pure oxygen at normobaric pressure after 6 to 12 hoursg9. In the late 1960s and 

early 1970s it was hrther clarified that newborn bronchopulmonary dysplasia was due to 

oxygen toxicitygz. A second example of the pathological effects of oxygen is a result of 

work done in the late 1940s and early 1950s. when it was recognized that retrolental 

fibroplasia in newborn infants was due to oxygen toxicityg2. A third example of oxygen 

toxicity at nonnobaric pressure is seen in newborn babies, who. when exposed to 

prolonged elevation of blood oxygen levels, develop pontosubicular necrosis. This might 

be due to a selective decrease in cerebral blood flow with hyperoxia at this crucial time in 

development93. Similar neurotoxicity of oxygen has also been displayed in newborn rats, 

the toxicity decreasing with maturationg4. 

; 

In order to comprehend any potential infarct mitigating mechanisms of arterial 

hyperoxernia, the characteristics of gases, atmospheric oxygen, and oxygen delivery must 

be understood. Boyle's general gas law states that the pressure of a gas is inversely 



proponional to its volumeg'. This is important because air flows from areas of higher to 

lower pressure. Inspiration results when alveolar volume increases, causing 

intrapulmonary pressure to decrease below atmospheric pressureg6. Dalton's gas law 

states that in a mixtures of gases, each gas behaves as if it alone occupied the total 

volume and exerts a pressure (partial pressure) independently of the other gases presentg5. 

Alveolar Gmes at Sea Level 

At sea level, the total barometric pressure (760 mrn Hg) consists of a partial 

pressure of nitrogen (PN2; 600.2 mm Hg, 78.98%). and a partial pressure of oxygen (PO2; 

159.5 mm Hg, 20.98%)'~. Carbon dioxide accounts for 0.3 rnm Hg (.04%) of this 

atmospheric air. After this dry atmospheric air is inhaled into the lungs and carried 

toward the alveolar spaces, it becomes saturated with water, which evaporates from the 

surface of the tissue. The water vapor is similar to other gases in that it exerts a partial 

pressure and behaves independently from the other gases in the mixture. However, since 

it is in equilibrium with its liquid phase, water vapor's panial pressure depends almost 

completely on temperature and is almost independent of the barometric pressure97. At 

normal body temperature the PHlO is 47 mrn H ~ ' ~ .  Accounting for this uniform 

presence of water vapor in alveolar air, the total pressure of the other gases is equal to the 

barometric pressure minus 47 mm Therefore, to calculate the partial pressure of an 

alveolar gas, one multiplies its fractional concentration by the barometric pressure minus 

47. 

PA = FA x (barometric pressure - 47) 97 

Because the concentration of nitrogen in alveolar air is approximately 80%, that 

of oxygen is approximately 14%, and that of carbon dioxide is approximately 6%", their 



partial pressures at sea level are approximately: 

PN2 = .80 (760 mrn Hg - 47 mm Hg) = 570 mm Hg 

PO2 = . I4 x (760 mm Ag - 47 mm Ag) = 100 mrn Hg 

PCOl = .06 (760 mm Hg - 47mm Hg) = 43 mm Hg (table 1) 

Table 1 - Partial pressures of gascs at sca Icvcl and in Calgary. 

Henry's gas law states that the amount of gas dissolved in  a liquid with which it 

is in contact is directly proponional to the panial pressure of the gas!'5. Deoxygenated 

blood flowing into the alveolar capillary from the rest of the body has a PO2 of 

approximately 40 mm H ~ ~ ~ .  Consequently, oxygen diffuses from the alveolar space 

down its concentration gradient across the respiratory membrane into the alveolar 

capillary. By the time the blood flows through the first third of the pulmonary capillary, 

an equilibrium is achieved and the PO2 in the blood is approximately 100 mm Hg, 

equivalent to the PO2 in the alveolar space ' 6 .  This oxygenated blood then mixes with 

shunted (deoxygenated) blood from the alveoli, bronchi, and bronchioles. As a 

consequence, blood leaving the lungs through the pulmonary veins and returning to the 

heart has a POz of approximately 95 mm Figg6 at sea level. 
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Alveolar Gases in Calgary 

Due to its altitude, the atmospheric pressure in Calgary, 667 mm Hg, is 

considerably less than that at sea level. The PO2 of pulmonary blood differs accordingly. 

Because the absolute amount of C02 in Calgary's atmospheric air remains the same as at 

sea level (0.3 rnm Hg, .045%), due to a uniform amount produced through the respiration 

of animals, the percentages of nitrogen and oxygen in Calgary's air differ slightly from 

that at sea level. The total atmospheric pressure in Calgary therefore consists of a PN2 of 

526.6 mm Hg (78.975%) and a POz of 139.9 mm Hg (20.95%). Following the inhalation 

of this dry atmospheric air into the alveolar space, the partial pressures of nitrogen, 

oxygen, and carbon dioxide in Calgary become approximately: 

PN2 = .80 x (667 mm Hg - 47 mm Hg) = 496 mm Hg 

P 0 2 = . 1 4  ~(667 mm Hg- 47 mm Hg)=87 mm Hg 

PCOl = .06 (667 mm Hg - 17 mm Hg) = 37.2 mm Hg (table I )  

Accounting for the mixture of shunted blood, the normal PO2 of blood returning 

to the heart in Calgary is approximately 85 mm Hg. 

Protiu ction of A rterinl Hypero-xenz in 

By breathing in pure oxygen, and therefore eliminating the partial pressure of the 

predominantly nitrogen in alveolar air, the POz of alveolar air at sea level can be raised 

to: 

100% (PO2) 

-5.6% (PCO*) 



Following the same logic, the PO2 of alveolar air in Calgary can be raised to a theoretical 

maximum of: 

100 % (PO2) 

-5.5 % (PC02) 

-7.0 % P H 2 0 )  

87.5% 

While it is theoretically possible to raise the PO2 of pulmonary capillary blood to 

this elevated level, pilot studies showed that this is not so easy. One reason for this is that 

the lining of the alveolar spaces, the interstitial spaces, and the walls of the lung 

capillaries, together called the respiratory mem bmne, are barriers to the diffusion of 

oxygen from alveolar air to the blood. This makes a complete equilibrium between 

alveolar air and blood impossible9s. Another possible reason is that tracheal intubation, 

which is necessary in this experiment for the delivery of the inhaled anesthetic halothane 

and the maintenance of adequate ventilation (see below), may cause a slight fluid build- 

up and edema of the lungs. This may effectively thicken the respiratory membrane and 

slow the difision of oxygen across the membrane into the pulmonary capillaries. A 

third possible reason that the blood oxygen levels do not reach the theoretical maximum 

could be due to a ventilation/perfusion mismatch. The gas composition of the blood 

leaving the lungs is determined by the ratio of alveolar ventilation to the pulmonary 

capillary blood flow9'. Although increasing the oxygen concentration in the air of the 

lungs will cause the relaxation of precapillary sphincters and increased blood flow in the 

lungsg6, this increase in pulmonary blood flow may not be enough to maximize blood 

oxygen levels. As well, since animals must be in the supine position during their surgery, 



this unnatural position may cause mechanical compression of the lungs, resulting in 

decreased pulmonary perfusion. Finally, according to Henry's Gas Law, the 

concentration of a gas dissolved in a liquid is equal to the partial pressure of t  he gas over 

the liquid times the solubility coeficient of the gas. Therefore, a limited amount of 

oxygen, with a solubility coeficient of 0.023, can be dissolved across the respiratoly 

Oxvpen Transoort in the Blood 

Hemoglobin 

We next turn our attention to how oxygen travels in the blood, and the effect of 

arterial PO2 (Pa02). Hemoglobin is a red protein of erythrocytes that consists of 4 globin 

chains and 1 heme groups, each containing an  iron atom. Because of the additional 

binding sites for oxygen on the iron atom. hemoglobin greatly increases the ability of 

blood to carry oxygen2'. Most arterial oxygen is carried through the blood bound to 

hemoglobin, with a minority of oxygen dissolved freely in the blood semm. For 

example, at a sea level normoxernic Pa02 of I00 mm Hg, a total of 19.80 mi of oxygen 

are present in every 100 ml of blood ( -20%)'~.  Of this 19.80 rnl of oxygen, 19.50 mi are 

bound to hemoglobin, and the remaining 0.30 ml of the oxygen are dissolved freely in the 

blood serumg8. In other words, at a PaOz of 100 rnm Hg, 98.5% of the oxygen in the 

blood is bound to hemoglobin, and the remaining percentage is dissolved freely in the 

blood. 

Oxygen- Dissocintion Curve of Henroglobin 

At a Pa02 of 100 mm Hg, 97.5% of the possible hemoglobin binding sites (4 per 

hemoglobin protein) are saturated with oxygeng8. The PO2 greatly influences the degree 



of hemoglobin-oxygen saturation. At a PO2 of 40 mm Hg, which is approximately equal 

to the POt of the blood in veins, a total of 15.12 ml of oxygen are present in every 100 ml 

of blood. Of this total amount of oxygen, 15.00 ml are bound to hemoglobin, and the 

remaining 0.12 ml of oxygen are dissolved freely in the bloodg8. This translates into 

99.2% of the oxygen in this blood bound to hemoglobin. However, at this PO?, only 75% 

of the possible hemoglobin binding sites are saturated with oxygen9'. 

The relationship between PO? and hemoglobin saturation is described by the 

oxygen-dissociation curve of hemoglobin (figure 219'. This curve is distinctly sigmoidal, 

with the steepest part of its slope occurring at the levels of oxygen tension corresponding 

to those found in tissue9'. 

Figure 2 - Oxygen-dissociation curve of hcmaglobin. From Ranncg ilnd Sharma, 1995. 



Oxygen Affinity to Hemoglobin 

Oxygen affinity to hemoglobin, or the "stickinessty of oxygen to hemoglobin, can 

be influenced by pH, the concentration of 2,3-BPG, and temperatureg9, and can affect 

how much oxygen actually gets from the blood to the desired tissue. Changes in these 

parameters cause the oxygen-dissociation curve of hemoglobin to shift either left or right. 

For example, the Bohr effect describes the reduction in oxygen affinity and 

corresponding shift of the oxygen-dissociation curve of hemoglobin to the tight as a 

result of a reduction of blood p ~ " .  With this phenomenon, when blood reaches the 

tissue where the PO2 is lower and the concentration of hydrogen ions is increased by 

lactic acid or C02 from cellular respiration (thus lowering blood pH), the Bohr effect 

reduces the affinity of oxygen to hemoglobin (i.r. makes it less "sticky"). This facilitates 

the transfer of oxygen from the blood to the tissue". 

Another factor that affects oxygen affinity is the concentration of 2.3-bis 

(phosphoglyceric acid) (2,3-BPG). This substance is an intermediate product of 

glycolysis that is present within red blood cells at a concentration equimolar to 

hemoglobin'oo. Anemia (a reduction in the amount of red blood cells or hemoglobin), 

hypoxia, and the ascent to high altitudes all produce increased concentrations of 2,3- 

BPG'~. Increases in 2.3-BPG concentrations progressively decrease oxygen's affinity to 

hemoglobin, shifting the oxygen-dissociation curve to the right. This consequently eases 

the delivery of oxygen to the tissue100. A third factor which influences the affinity of 

oxygen to hemoglobin is temperature. Lower temperatures are known to increase oxygen 

affinity, while increased temperatures decrease oxygen affinityg8. 



Hemoglobin-Bound us. Freely Dissolved Oxygen 

As mentioned above, according to the oxygen-dissociation curve of hemoglobin, 

when the PO2 of blood reaches 100 mm Hg, 97.5% of the hemoglobin binding sites are 

saturated with oxygen. Progressively increasing the oxygen tension in the blood from the 

normoxemic to the hyperoxemic range produces the complete saturation of hemoglobin, 

beyond which oxygen enters the bloodstream only as physically dissolved in the blood 

serum'0i. This concept is a very imponant one for this thesis. The solubility of oxygen 

in the blood serum is not only a function of the POz in the alveolar space, but also ofthe 

solubility coefficient of oxygen in serum'0'. The volume of freely dissolved oxygen in 

the blood with a PaO? of 100 mm Hg at sea level can be obtained from the following 

equation: 

100 1760 2.3% volume = 0.30% volume 

where 2.3% volume represents the solubility coefficient of oxygen for each atmosphere 

95.10 1 of oxygen . The volume of freely dissolved oxygen in the serum at sea level can be 

theoretically raised, after increasing the fraction of inspired oxygen to loo%, to: 

(760 - 43(PCO2) - 47(PH20))/760 2.3% volume = 2.0% volume 

In Calgary, with its reduced atmospheric pressure, the amount of freely dissolved 

oxygen in the blood at a PO2 of 100 mm Hg would equal: 

LOO 1667 x 2.3% volume = 0.34% volume 

Analogously, in Calgary, the volumes of freely dissolved oxygen in the blood serum at 

Pa02s of 50 mm Hg, 200 mm Hg, 300 mm Hg, and 400 mm Hg would equal: 

50 1 667 x 2.3% volume = 0.17% volume 

200 / 667 2.3% volume = 0.69% volume 



300 / 667 x 2.3% volume = 1.03% volume 

400 / 667 2.3% volume = 1.38% volume 

respectively. 

Oxveen Delivery to Tissue 

Afler oxygenated blood has left the pulmonary capillaries, it travels into the 

pulmonary veins and into the left atrium and ventricle of the heart. From there it is 

pumped into the aorta and subsequently into the arteries of the body. When the arteries 

reach an organ, the vessels narrow until they become capillaries. Substances, such as 

oxygen, can cross the capillary wall by diffusing through endotheliai cells, through 

fenestrae, and between the endothelial cells. Oxygen is lipid soluble and therefore can 

easily diffise through the cell membrane down the concentration gradient to the oxygen- 

poor tissue. Due to the Bohr effect (see above), hemoglobin's affinity to oxygen is 

reduced and oxygen can be more readily obtained by the tissue. 

The Middle Cerebral Artery 

Our attention will now be shifted from blood oxygenation to one of the major 

arteries of the brain. This artery is a common site for blockage in humans, and is 

therefore often the site for occlusion in stroke research. 

Su bcorlical Vnscrclnrizcltion 

In humans, the large middle cerebral artery (MCA) bifurcates from the internal 

carotid artery and proceeds into the lateral sulcusl. As it proceeds towards and through 

this sulcus, it gives rise to several branches that penetrate and supply blood to deep 

structures of the brain: the diencephalon, the basal ganglia, and the internal capsule 

(figure 3). These branches are known as the lenticulostriate branches of the MCA"~. 



Lenticulostriate 
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Figure 3 - Coronal view o f  subcorticd vascularization of the middle cercbrd artcry in humans. 
Adapted from Diamond ct d, 1985. 

The branches are often referred to as end-arteries since there is inadequate collateral 

circulation within their areas of circulationio2. For this reason, obstruction of these small 

vessels brings on serious neurological deficit, and the deficit is oRen out of proportion to 

the size of infarct. For example, somatosensory projections from the thalamus pass 

through the internal capsule on their way to the postcentral gyrus. Infarction of a small 

part of the internal capsule can cause neurological deficits similar to those resulting from 

a massive infarct of the cortex'. Due to the inadequate collateral circulation, infarction of 

the deep structures of the brain is hard to treat clinically. 

Cortical Vascukttrization 

On its course through the lateral sulcus, the MCA divides into a number of 



branches that supply the insulal. The MCA emerges from the lateral sulcus to supply 

almost the entire surface of the cerebral hemisphere, or the conex, with its distal 

branchesl(figure 4). Occlusion of the MCA in its distal regions, if there is not 

-. 
. /-- Relraclor in Lateral Sulcus 

Anterior 

Figure 4 - Lateral view of cortical vascularization of the middle cerehrnl rncq in humans. Adapted 
from Diamond et al, 1985. 

compensatory blood flow from collateral arteries, may deprive such hnctionally 

important cortical areas such as the somatosensory cortex, motor conex, auditory cortex, 

and, if the left side is involved, speech centres'.102. 

The Middle Cerebral Artery of the Rnt 

The structure and hnction of the middle cerebral artery in human and rats appears 

to have been preserved through evolution. In general, the anatomic distribution of the 

MCA in rats is analogous to that in humans, and the neural structures supplied are 



103,104 comparable between species . For this reason, we infer that stroke research in this 

species can be used to study stroke phenomena in humans. 

Stroke Model 

We will now focus our attention on the experiments undertaken for this thesis on 

hyperoxernia and focal cerebral ischemia. The stroke model used in this thesis was to 

occlude the middle cerebral artery with an intra-luminal suture in rats, first described by 

Koizumi et alloJ and Longa et allo3. The intention of using animals for medical research 

is to mimic as closely as possible the condition seen in humans. This model was chosen 

for a few reasons. First, to occlude an anery from the inside. as opposed to clipping an 

artery from the outside, is more representative of human stroke. With human stroke there 

is no craniectomy, or hole drilled into the skull, there is no disruption in the integrity of 

the meninges, and there is no arterial crush injury associated with an external clip. The 

external clip model is a good animal replication of iatrogenic stroke, caused by 

neurosurgeons who may clip an anery while repairing an aneurysm. Second, the middle 

cerebral anery in both rats and humans is a longitudinal continuation of the internal 

carotid artery, and therefore is a common site for strokes due to embolism from another 

part of the body. Indeed, the middle cerebral artery is often termed the ''artery of 

embolus". Third, to occlude one anery as opposed to disrupting the entire blood supply 

to the brain is more representative of stroke, whereas the latter is more representative of 

cardiac arrest. 

Behavioral and Histoloeical Assessment 

It is equally as important to assess neurobehavioral deficit as it is to quantify 

infarct size when considering therapies for ischemic injury. Neurobehavioral deficit is, 



after all, the proximate cause of disability in stroke, and is mediated by integrity of the 

neurons. There are two possible ways that ischemia could affect behavior - by altering 

the synapses of neurons, and therefore neurotransmission, and by destroying areas of the 

brain involved with the behavior. Reducing the amount of necrosis will benefit the 

behavior of the individual if functionally important areas of the brain are preserved. 

Since patients presenting with stroke symptoms are concerned more with alleviating the 

symptoms than reducing the size of damage, discernable only with neuroimaging and 

upon autopsy, the ultimate goal of stroke research is to improve the lives of those who 

have suffered this injury. Reducing the amount of tissue death in  the brain is a powerful 

way to reduce behavioral deficit after a stroke. 

While neurological deficit has been shown to correlate significantly with the size 

of the infarcted areaio6, there are at least four conceivable reasons that the two 

measurements would not correlate. If ischemic damage was limited to a change in either 

the presynaptic or postsynaptic terminal, while neurons were not killed, there could be an 

alteration in behavior without corresponding necrosis. As well, if the damage involves a 

major tract of white matter involved in motor control, a small infarct may have large 

behavioral outcome, before the anterograde degeneration of the neuron has a chance to 

increase infarct size'''. A third reason behavior may not correlate with histology is that 

animals, as well as humans, who have identical histology still exhibit variations in 

behavior. A fourth possible reason that behavior and histology would not correlate after 

an ischemic insult is that behavior improves over time as the brain "re-wires" itself and 

the individual learns how to cope with the injury. The amount of tissue lost in  the brain, 

however, increases over time as necrotic tissue is cleaned up, and transynaptic atrophy 



occurs. The timing of the neurological testing, and the length of the survival period, 

therefore, would influence whether behavior and histology correlate. 

Arterial Oxygen Variation in this Thesis 

To examine the relationship between arterial hyperoxernia and ischemia, the 

temporal acquisition of elevated blood oxygen levels was varied to during (intra-ischemic 

hyperoxernia), after (reperfirsion hyperoxemia), and both during and afier (intra-ischemic 

plus reperfusion hyperoxemia) a rat had a stroke. Differences between groups were 

judged by comparing both the behavior after the stroke, and the size of infarcts. The 

hyperoxemic groups were compared to a normoxic control group, who experienced 

normal blood oxygen levels during and after their strokes. 

In the first experimental condition, it was hypothesized that those rats who were 

exposed to intra-ischemic hyperoxemia would exhi bit improved neurobehavioral scores 

and smaller infarcts than control rats, and m h e r  that their infarct size would decrease as 

the PO2 increases. Since ischemia. by definition. does not allow the direct delivery of 

oxygen to tissue through the blood, a question arises as to how intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia may reduce infarct size, as reported by Miyamoto and ~uer" .  It is 

proposed here, although not directly tested, that the elevated amount of freely dissolved 

oxygen in the blood serum may d i a s e  across the concentration gradient from 

vascularized areas to the ischemic tissue, thereby maintaining ATP levels in ischemic 

tissue, and the reducing the free radical production upon reperfusion. By reducing this 

free radical production, the reperfhion injury can be minimized, thus salvaging much, if 

not most, of the ischemic tissue. Increasing PO2 levels will allow the diffusion of more 

oxygen into the ischemic tissue, hypothetically producing a correlation between blood 



oxygen level and infarct size. 

In the second experimental condition, it was hypothesized that those rats who are 

exposed to repeasion hyperoxemia will exhibit impaired neurological scores and larger 

infarcts than control rats, due to a larger free radical substrate in the blood and a larger 

corresponding production of theoretically necrotizing free radicals. The repefision 

hyperoxemia condition was added to this study to critically test the relationship of 

reperfhion injury to blood oxygen level. While free radical levels themselves were not 

measured in this thesis, any detrimental effects seen with hyperoxemia could be dissected 

out and classified as being due either to hyperoxemia itself or hyperoxemia-mediated 

repehsion injury. 

In the third experimental condition, it was hypothesized that those rats who 

experienced hyperoxemia both during and after their stroke would exhibit improved 

neurological scores and smaller infarcts than control rats, similar to the intra-ischemic 

hyperoxernia groups. This condition was added to the study to maximize clinical 

applicability, envisioning the possibility of oxygen therapy for stroke patients during and 

after their ischemia. Clinically, it is impossible to determine exactly when the moment of 

reperfusion occurs. Again, because of the proposed neuroprotective effect of intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia difising from vascularized areas to ischemic tissue, it was 

believed that those rats would not suffer a critical drop in the levels of ATP, and would 

therefore experience a lesser degree of free radical reperfusion injury. Hyperoxic 

repehsion after hyperoxic isc hemia was hypothesized to restore oxygen tension to the 

tissue rather than produce tissue damaging free radicals. 



What the results will tell us 

The results of the aforementioned experiments will tell us whether elevating 

blood oxygen levels during and after a stroke is beneficial, at least in the species utilized 

for this experiment. However, there are reasons to believe that any results showing 

beneficial effects of hyperoxia in rodents may not be directly applicable to humans. 

There are fundamental neurological differences between the species which are important 

to consider when interpreting results. As brain size increases throughout the animal 

kingdom, there is a corresponding decrease in the neuronal density. That is, larger brains 

have larger spaces between neurons. Since neuronal density determines cerebral 

metabolic rate, and cerebral metabolic rate determines cerebral blood flow, there are 

relevant differences in these parameters bet ween rats and humans. Besides the neuronal 

differences between species are vascular differences and oxygen diffusion differences: 

The middle cerebral artery of the rat is the size of only a small branch of the human 

M C 4  and oxygen must diffuse much farther to reach ischemic tissue in the larger, 

human brain. 

Therapies which work by manipulating cerebral metabolism, cerebral blood flow, or 

oxygen diffusion may be species specific, as the pre-existing differences in the basal rates 

of these parameters between species could be different enough to prohibit therapies from 

working across the animal kingdom. 



CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGY 

Subiects and Groups 

Fifty-two male Wistar rats (350-4008) were divided into 5 groups, namely the 

normoxemic/control (Norm; n= 1 O), low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia (lo-Isch; n= 1 O), 

high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia (hi-Isch; n= 1 1). repefision hyperoxemia (Reper; 

n=lO), and intra-ischemic plus repehsion hyperoxemia (1 + R; n=l I )  groups. The 

groups were filled concurrently to eliminate any cumulative practice effect of the 

experimenter on the surgery. Because it was impossible to predict the degree of 

hyperoxemia that would be reached in the intra-ischemic hypero~emia groups, animals 

were assigned to these groups afler all surgeries were completed based on their average 

blood oxygen level during their stroke. Rats had access to food and water ad lihitrrm 

before and afler the surgery. 

Pilot Studies 

The duration of ischemia and the intra-ischemic blood pressure were varied in 

pilot studies in an effort to produce consistent infarcts with low mortality. It was found 

that a stroke of long duration (90-1 20 minutes) with normal blood pressure (80 mm Hg) 

produced consistent subconical damage, but very inconsistent cortical damage, likely due 

to collateral blood flow supplying the tissue. Strokes of shorter duration (30 minutes) 

and very low blood pressure (40-50 mm Hg) produced consistent cortical and subconical 

infarction, yet animals often developed fatal seizures. It was determined that a 60 minute 

stroke at a blood pressure of 60 mm Hg produced the most consistent conical and 

subcortical damage with very low monality. These were therefore the parameters used in 

this thesis. 



Pre-Stro ke Pre~aration 

Rats were anesthetized by inspiration of 3.5% halothane in an 80°h nitrous oxide 

and 20% oxygen gas mixture. Tracheal intubation was done by guiding a 5 cm long 

polyethylene tube having an inner diameter of 1.67 mm and an outer diameter of 2.42 

mm (PE 240 tubing, Clay Adams, Parsipanny, NJ) between the vocal cords. The animals 

were subsequently maintained on a Starling-type ventilator with a I-1.5% halothane, 80% 

nitrous oxide, 20% oxygen mixture. The tail artery was then isolated and cannuiated 

using polyethylene tubing with an inner diameter of 0.58 mm and an outer diameter of 

0.965 mm (PE 50 tubing, Clay Adarns, Parsipanny, NJ). This arterial line was connected 

to a Statharn transducer, and the blood pressure was automatically displayed on a 

computer monitor every second. The blood pressure was recorded by the computer every 

5 seconds. Blood samples were also obtained through this arterial line. Blood gases and 

pH were analyzed using a 1304 pWblood gas analyzer (Instrumentation Laboratories, 

Milan, Italy) before, during, and after ischemia. Blood glucose was measured using a 

"One Touch II" blood glucose meter (Lifescan Canada, Ltd.) before, during, and after 

ischemia. The hematocrit, or percentage of red blood cell volume in serum, was obtained 

from a Readocrit centrihge (Clay Adams, N.J) before, during, and after ischemia. 

Body temperature was controlled to the physiological level (37.0 k .Z0C) using an 

overhead lamp and a thermistor-regulated servocontrolled heating blanket operating on a 

feedback system with the core temperature, obtained by a 6 cm rectal temperature probe. 

The brain temperature of rats in this experiment, as inferred by ipsilateral middle ear 

temperature, was strictly controlled to a normothermic level (37.0 k .2*C) during the 



ischemic and monitored reperfusion period. This was accomplished by re-establishing 

normothermia with the overhead lamp before MCA occlusion (brain temperature tends to 

drop when neck vessels are exposed to ambient air), and covering the animal's head in  a 

scrub blanket. Preliminary studies showed it was quite easy to maintain normothermia 

with this protocol. 

Middle Cerebral Arterv Occlusion 

All rats experienced middle cerebral artery occlusion with an intraluminal thread 

(figure 5). Afier a right ventrolateral neck incision, the sternomastoid, digastric, and 

omohyoid muscles were isolated and separated, exposing the right common carotid 

artery. The occipital and superior thyroid branches of the external cr rotid artery 

(ECA) were then isolated and coagulated. The ECA was tied off using a 6-0 silk suture, 

and cut with a micropolar cautery apparatus (model SSEZL, Valleylab. Boulder, 

Colorado). A microvascular clip was then temporarily placed at the origin of the ECA, 

and a 6-0 silk suture was loosely tied around the ECA stump. The ECA stump was then 

cut with fine surgical scissors, and a 21 mrn length of 3-0 monofilarnont nylon suture was 

introduced into the stump, eventually to be advanced into the internal carotid artery 

(ICA) to block the origin of the MCA. The silk suture was tightened around both the 

ECA stump and the intralurninal suture to prevent bleeding, and the clip was removed. 

The nylon suture was then advanced into the internal carotid artery exactly 21 mm from 

the point where the common carotid artery bifurcates into the ECA and ICA. At the 

moment the nylon suture was advanced 21 mm into the ICA, the period of ischemia 

began, as the suture occluded the origin of the middle cerebral artery. In an effort to 

reduce collateral blood flow from the Circle of Willis, blood pressure was dropped to 60 
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Figure 5 - Ccrcbral vascularization of  the rat briin. Nate thc suture within the internal carotid 
artery, occluding the origin of  the middle cerebral artery. Adapted from Longa et al, 1989. 

mm Hg by immediately increasing the percentage of halothane inspired (-2.0%) at the 

beginning of the ischemic period. Because ischemic blood pressure has been shown to 

greatly influence infarct size6', the blood pressure was strictly controlled (+ 4 mm Hg) to 

the designated level. 

Variations in O x v ~ e n  Insoiration 

For the intra-ischemic hyperoxemia groups (lo-Isch, hi-[sch, I+R), the fraction of 

inspired oxygen was increased to 100% at the same time the level of halothane was 



increased (ie. the very beginning of ischemia). For the other groups (Norm, Reper), the 

fraction of inspired oxygen remained the same throughout the ischemic period (i.e. 

yielding normoxemia). 

After the 60 minute MCA occlusion, the nylon suture was then withdrawn and the 

ECA stump was tied permanently. For the reperfision hyperoxemia group, the fraction 

of inspired oxygen was increased 59 minutes into ischemia, allowing 1 minute for 

hyperoxemia to be established before revascularization. The intra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxemia group maintained elevated blood oxygen ieveis throughout the 

ischemia and reperfbsion periods. The fraction of inspired oxygen was dropped back 

down to the pre-ischemic levels (normoxemia) for the intra-ischemic groups (lo-lsch, hi- 

Isch) 59 minutes into ischemia, allowing the re-establishment of normoxemia before 

revascularization. The control group experienced no increase in the fraction of oxygen 

inspired (table 2). 

Table 2 - Variations of oxygen inspiration in the prcscnt cspcriment (N = normosia, f = hyperoxia). 

At the beginning of the reperfision period, blood pressure was returned to 

normotensive levels by reducing the concentration of halothane inspired to I%. The rats 

then experienced a monitored 60 minute repefision period, during which time the neck 
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wounds were closed. Halothane was discontinued 55 minutes into the pehsion period. 

As well, the last blood sample was taken at this time, allowing 5 minutes to close the tail 

wounds before the ventilator was turned off at exactly 60 minutes after the moment of 

reperfusion. The animals were then extubated and allowed to awaken. 

In an effort to maximize clinical applicability, the reperfusion hyperoxemia 

groups (Reper and 1 + R) spent the first 24 hours post-surgery in an oxygen rich 

environment, mimicking oxygen therapy for those individuals who have suffered a 

stroke. This was accomplished by placing rats in a 50 cm x 30 cm 30 crn closed 

anesthesia box, with a humidified 100% oxygen input. At the end of this 24 hour period, 

rats were returned to cages and exposed to normoxic ambient air. The normoxemic and 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia groups also spent the first 24 hours post-operative in this 

anesthesia box, but were exposed to ambient air rather than an oxygen rich environment. 

Bederson NeuroIopical Exam 

24 hours after surgery, rats were given the Bederson Neurological ~ x a m " ~ ,  with 

scores ranging from 0-3. Rats with no observable impairment scored a 0. Rats were held 

gently by the tail, and observed for forelimb flexion. Normal rats will extend both arms 

toward the floor in an effon to break their fall - rats who displayed consistent forelimb 

flexion contralateral to the injured hemisphere scored a 1 .  Rats were then lowered and 

allowed to grasp the bars on the top of their cage. Animals who displayed consistent 

contralateral limb weakness scored a 2. Rats were then returned to their cage and 

observed. Rats who circled toward the paretic side scored a 3 .  



SurvivaI Period 

Rats in all groups were allowed a 14 day survival period. This period of survival 

was chosen because pilot studies showed that by this time all edema of the brain has 

regularly dissipated, easing calculation of atrophy (see below). Any animal that died 

before 14 days was excluded from the behavioral and histopathological analysis and used 

only for mortality calculation. During the 14 day survival period, the amount of water 

consumed and any change in body mass were recorded. 

Histologicnl Prenaration 

Transcardiac perfision was performed at 13 days survival under 2% halothane 

with saline at a flow rate of 130 mllmin for 4 minutes (approx. 500 ml) to wash blood 

from the tissue, followed by 4% formaldehyde fixative at a flow rate of I 1 mumin for 20 

minutes. Rats were then decapitated and the heads were allowed to soak in 4% 

formaldehyde overnight. Brains were removed after 12 hours and cut coronally into 4 

mm sections. 

The brain tissue was then processed with a series of graded alcohols 

(dehydration), xylene (dealcoholization), and paraffin wax (wax impregnation). The 

tissue was then embedded into paraffin wax blocks (Tissue-Tek). 

A total of 13 coronal sections, ranging from the olfactory bulbs to the occipital 

cortex (stereotaxic levels 14.2 - 2.2)Io8 were obtained for each rat. Sections were cut with 

a sliding microtome (820 Histocut, Leica, Germany) 8 pm thick, 1 mm apart. Sections 

were then floated in a water bath to rehydrate the tissue, and caught on a microscope slide 

(Surgipath Precleaned Microslides, Winnipeg, Manitoba). A f  er the sections were 



sufficiently dried and fixed to the microscope slide with a heating lamp, they were then 

stained with hernatoxylin and eosin acidhase stains (Surgipath, Winnipeg, Manitoba). 

Infarct Quantification 

The infarct size for each rat, considered to be the areas of pan-necrosis. was then 

calculated. Because the band of selective neuronal necrosis surrounding the area of pan- 

necrosis (the penumbra) in this experiment was minimal, often non-existent, any selective 

neuronal necrosis observed was not classified as part of the infarct in this experiment to 

ensure the consistency of infarct quantification. On each of the coronal sections, a total 

of 4 polygons (figure 6) were traced using a video analysis system (Image Pro Plus, 

Media Cybernetics, Maryland), under operator control. Two polygons were traced within 

the affected hemisphere. one for the cerebral cortical necrosis and the other for 

subcortical necrosis. ischemic infarcts are easily identifiable and can be defined as 

containing 1 ) cytoarchitectural (includins neuropil) disruption, 2) h ypereosinophilia 

Figure 6 - Example o f  a coronal section of a rat; with conex, subcor?er, ipsilnteral, and contralateral 
polygons shown. 



(affinity for acid dyes, giving rise to excessive pink staining), and/or 3) dense sheets of 

microglia. Controlling for the exact demarcation of the infarct border was done using a 

light microscope in conjunction with the video analysis system. Because of atrophy in 

the ischemic hemisphere, due to the removal of necrotic tissue by macrophages and trans- 

synaptic degeneration, two additional polygons were measured, comprising the entire 

areas of both the ischemic (ipsilrteral) and unaffected (contrriatenl) hemispheres 

(figure 6). 

The total amount of necrosis per section was obtained by adding the conical 

necrosis to the subcortical necrosis: 

Total Necrosis = Cortical Necrosis + Subcortical Necrosis 

The amount of atrophy per section was calculated by subtracting the total area of the 

ischemic hemisphere, including the areas of necrosis, From the total area of the 

contralateral hemisphere: 

Atrophy = Contralateral Hemisphere - Ipsilateral Hemisphere 

The total tissue loss per section was then obtained by summing the total necrosis with the 

amount of atrophy: 

Total Tissue Loss = Necrosis + Atrophy 

The total volume of damage per brain was calculated by multiplying the total tissue loss 

per section by the distance between the sections: 

Volume of damage (mm3) = xsectional tissue loss x distance between sections ( 1  mm) 

To control for any inter-animal brain size variability, and to control for any differences in 

brain sizes due to variable tissue processing, all values were expressed as a percentage of 

the contralateral hemisphere: 



Normalized Value = Volume of damage (mm3)~olume of Contralateral Hemisphere 

Statistics 

Differences between groups on the Bederson neurological scale were analyzed 

using the Kruskal-Wallis test for non-parametric data with more than 2 groups. Post- 

hoc differences between individual groups were analyzed with the Wilcoxon-Ranksum 

ten. Results were deemed to be significant for all tests if p<0.05. 

Water consumption and weight gain differences between groups were analyzed 

with an ANOVA for parametric data. and a post-hoc ScheKe's test. 

Differences between groups in the level of blood oxygen attained, and differences 

between groups in the size of the contralateral hemisphere were analyzed by an ANOVA. 

As well, any differences between groups in  the physiological parameters that were not 

intentionally varied were analyzed with ANOVA. 

An analysis of the normalized infarct sizes as a proportion of the contralateral 

hemisphere was done with the Kruskrl-Wallis test for non-parametric data, post-hoc 

Wilcoxon-Ranksum. 

A section by section analysis was undertaken to reveal where in the brain any 

effects of hyperoxemia occurred. This analysis was done with the Kruskall-Wallis test 

for non-parametric data, post-hoe W ilcoxon-Ran ksum. 

To examine whether there is a relationship between the level of blood oxygen 

during ischemia and the size of infarct, both a regression analysis and a Spearman's 

Ranksum correlation test were done to plot the size of infarct against intra-ischemic 

POz for the normoxcmic and intra-ischemic hyperoxemia groups. 



Because it is valuable to know whether the behavioral outcome matched the size 

of infarct, a correlation was done between the Bederson Neurological Score and the 

normalized volumes of infarct for each rat using Spearman's Rnnksum correlation tea. 



CEIAPTER TRREE: RESULTS 

Mortality 

Two rats died before the 14 day survival period was complete. The first rat, 

subjected to normoxia during and after his stroke, died on the second night after 

developing very labored breathing. The second rat, subjected to repertiision 

hyperoxemia, also developed severe breathing problems and died on the third night post- 

surgery. 

One rat, subjected to intra-ischemic hyperoxemia was euthanized 2 days after 

surgery. This rat had also developed severely labored breathing. It is the opinion of this 

experimenter that the breathing complications in all 3 rats arose as a result of tracheal 

damage and subsequent tracheal or laryngeal edema incurred during intubation, and were 

not due to any neurological effects of the stroke. There were no significant differences in 

mortality between groups. 

Physioloeical Parameters 

There were no statistical differences between groups in any of the controlled 

physiological parameters during the ischemic and the reperhsion periods (table 3). 

Blood Oxygen Levels 

The average hyperoxemia level induced in each of the treatment conditions was 

highly significant @ < 0.000 1) when compared to the normoxemic control group. There 

were no significant differences between any groups in the normoxemia conditions. The 

norrnoxemic control group experienced an average arterial PO2 of 98.9 * 4.0 mm Hg 

(mean * std) during their stroke and PO2 of 99.6 6.1 mm Hg after their stroke. The 

low-intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group displayed an average arterial PO2 of 196.1 * 25.9 



Table 3 - Average (mean * std) physiological parimctcrs during and aftcr the stroke 

mrn Hg during their stroke, and the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group exhibited an 

average anerial P01of 3 12.2 * 48.3 mm Hg during their stroke. The difference in PO2 

levels between the low and high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia groups was also highly 

significant @<0.0001), allowing the analysis of 2 different levels of intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia. The reperfbsion hyperoxemia group experienced average arterial PO2 after 

their stroke of 26 1.3 * 32.3 mm Hg. The intra-ischemic and reperfusion hyperoxemia 

group displayed average arterial PO2 levels of 249.4 42.3 mm Hg and 260.6 * 30.9 mm 

Hg during and after their stroke, respectively (table 4, figure 7). 

Parameter 

Ischemic PC02 (mm Bg) 

Reperfusion PCOt 

Ischemic pH 
.. 

Reperfusion pH 

Ischemic glucose (mM) 

Reperfusion glucose 

Ischcmic hcmatocrit ( O h )  

Reperfusion hcmatocri t 

Ischemic brain tcmp (OC) 

Reperfusion brain tcmp 

Ischemic body tcmp 

Reperfusion body temp 

Ischcmic BP (mm Hg) 

Repcrfusion BP 

Group 

Normoxic lschcmic f Or Ischcmic f f Ol Rcper. f O2 I+R f O2 

35.5 * 2.1 

37.4 * 1.5 

7.40*0.01 

7.38*0.01 

6.2 * 0.7 

5.2 i 0.6 

43 k 2  

44 i 2 

37.0 0.04 

37.0 * 0.08 

37.3 k 0.3 

37.3 * 0.2 

60.6 i 0.7 

76.5 10.5 

35.7 * 1.9 

37.1 * 1.2 

7.41 0.02 

7.33k0.01 

5.9 f 0.9 

35.1 * 1.4 

37.7 1.7 

7.41 i0 .01  

7.39 i0 .02  

6.2 k .6 

35.6 * 1.4 

37.7 * 1.1 

7-40 k0.01 

7.38*0.01 

6.0 * 0.8 

5.2 i 0.6 

42 * 2 

43 rt2 

37.0 0.03 

37.0 * 0.04 

34.8 0.9 

36.5 1.8 

7.41 *0.01 

7.38k0.02 

6.2 * 0.7 

5.1 * 0.5 

-53 k 1 

43 k Z  

37.0 * 0.02 

37.0 k 0.05 

5.6 k 0.8 

41 * 1 

43 i I 

37.0 * 0.04 

37.0 i 0.03 

5.3 * 0.4 

- I l k 1  

42* 1 

37.0 0.04 

37.0 ;t: 0.03 

37.5 * 0.4 

37.4 * 0.4 

61.0 i 1.0 

74.2 * 11.7 

37.3 * 0.1 

37.2 * 0.1 

60.0 f 1.3 

69.8 i 5.6 

37.5 * 0.4 

37.4 * 0.3 

G1.O k 1.3 

74.7* 10.2 

37.4 * 0.3 

37.3 * 0.3 

60.7 k 0.9 

74.9* 10.3 
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Figure 7 - Averagc blood oxygen levels before, during, and aftcr thc stroke. For  this and 311 subsequent 
graphs, Norm = normoxcmia; lo-luch = low in t  ra-iuchcmic hypcroxcmia; hi-Isch = high intra-ischemic 
hyperoxemia; Rcper = rcpcrfuvion hypcroxcmia; I+R = intrrt-ischemic 11luu repcrfuuion hyllcroxemie Error 
bars represent utandand error  o f  the mean. * = p  < 0.05, ** = p  < 0.01, *** = p  < 0.001. 

Table 4 - Average (mean * vtd) blood oxygen levcls attained during and after the stroke, 

Behavior 

Betierson Neurologicnl Scores 

Those rats that experienced normal blood oxygen levels during and after their 

strokes had an average Bederson neurological score of 2.4. Those rats that experienced 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia displayed significantly improved neurological scores when 

compared to this normoxemic group. Animals in the low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia 

L 

* 
Group 

Normoxemia 

Low Ischemic Hypcroxemia 

High lschcmic Hypcroxcrnia 

Reperfusion Hypcroxcmia 

Ischemia plus Reperfusion 
Hyperoxcmia 

Artcri i~l  POz (mm Hg) 

Pre-isc hcmia I n  trrt-Ischemia Post-Ischemia 

103.5 * 13.2 

93.0 * 11.8 

104.6 2 6.3 

103.9 A 9.2 

98.8 * 6.9 

93.9 i 4.0 

106.1 k 25.9 

312.2 i 4 8 . 4  

99.5 * 3.7 

249.4 * 42.3 

I 

99.6 k6.t 

94.4 A 7.4 

96.4 * 5.5 
26 1.3 * 32.3 
260.6 * 30.9 



Scores on Bederson Exam 
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Figure 8 - Individual Bederson neurological scorcs for each group. 

group had an average score of 1.2 ( p  = 0.046), and animals in the high intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia group had an average score of 0.75 (p = 0.0 12). With these data, there is a 

trend towards improved neurological scores with higher levels of intra-isc hemic 

hyperoxemia (figure 8, figure 9). 
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Figure 9 - Averagc Bcdcnon ncurolagical scorcs far cach group. 

Reperfusion hyperoxernia also resulted in significantly improved neurological 

scores when compared to the normoxemic control group. In this treatment group, rats 

scored an average of 1 on the Bederson neurological scale @ = 0.0 17). These results 

challenge the theory of reperfusion injury due to the augmentation of oxygen derived free 

radicals, since there is increased substrate for the injury, but there is in fact less 

neurological damage. 



From a medical point of view. however, the champion treatment was to induce 

hyperoxemia at the beginning of the stroke, and maintain that hyperoxemia throughout 

the repefision period. Animals who experienced intra-ischemic hyperoxemia and 

reperfhion hyperoxemia had an average Bederson neurological score of only 0.33 @ = 

0.0008). 

Post hoc analysis of any other differences between groups showed no significant 

differences on the Bederson neurological scale. 

Water Consu mp fiun 

Norrnoxemic rats drank an average of 158 ml of water during the first 7 days of 

their 14 day survival period (figure 10). Animals treated with low levels of intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia and high levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia drank an average 

of 268 ml @ = 0.069) and 174 ml @ = 0.995) respectively. Although not statistically 

significant, these data show a trend towards more water consumption during the survival 

period with int ra-ischemic hyperoxemia. 

Water Consumption 
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Figure 10 - Average watcr consumption for each group. 

Reperfitsion hyperoxemia treated rats, on average, also drank more water than the 

normoxemic control group, although the results were, similarly, not significant. 



Reperfhion hyperoxemia rats drank an average of 213 mi @ = 0.674) of water during the 

first 7 days after their surgery. 

Intra-ischemic plus reperfhion hyperoxemia treatment resulted in a significant 

increase in average water consumption. These rats drank an average of 280 rnl ( p  = 

0.028) of water in the first 7 days after their surgery (figure 10). 

Post hoc analysis of any other differences between groups revealed no statistical 

significance. 

Weight gaidoss 

Normoxemic control rats lost an average of 22 grams during their 14 day survival 

period (figure 1 I ) .  It was observed that these rats either did not attempt to eat. or had 

trouble swallowing. 
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Figure 11 - Avcrage weight gainnoss for each group. 

The low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group gained an average of 1 1 grams @ = 

0.6 15) during their survival, and the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group gained an 

average of 1 gram during their survival @ = 0.847). The reperhsion hyperoxemia group 

gained an average of 16 grams during their survival @ = 0.467). Those rats who were 

exposed to hyperoxemia both during and after their strokes gained an average of 26 

grams @ = 0.208). 



There were no significant differences between any of the treatment groups 

compared to the control group when considering the change in weight from the day of 

surgery to the end of their survival periods. Although there was a trend toward greater 

weight gain with the hyperoxemia treated animals, there is no significance probably due 

to the high degree of variability displayed by the animals. 

Post hoc analysis for any other statistical differences between treatment groups 

revealed no significance. 

Qualitative Description of Brain Damape 

Damage occurred exclusively in the lateral ponions of the brain. Medial 

structures, such as the septa1 nuclei, most of the thalamus. and most of the hypothalamus. 

were saved from necrosis with this stroke model. As well, the hippocampus was 

uniformly saved, even in the rat with the most extensive damage. 

Damage occurred in the cortex. Conical damage occurred in the insular cortex 

(both granular and agranular), the frontal cortex. the parietal cortex, the perirhinal cortex, 

and sometimes in the temporal conex. Most conical damage corresponded to the area 

around the rhinal fissure, where the middle cerebral anery lies. Subconical damage 

occurred in structures such as the olfactory nucleus, the nucleus accumbens, the medial 

forebrain bundle, the caudatdputamen, the claustrum, the globus pallidus, the pallidurn, 

the Nucleus of Meynert, and the amygdaloid. The lateral nucleus of the hypothalamus 

was sometimes damaged. Thalamic nuclei such as the VL, VM, VPL, and VPM, and the 

lateral reticular nucleus of the thalamus were also sometimes damaged. The internal 

capsule was injured in some animals. 



Histolow - Volume Analysis 

Absolute Volume of Necrosis vs. Proportional Necrosis 

In most cases examined, it was found that expressing the neuronal damage as a 

percentage of the contralateral hemisphere instead of the absolute volume of necrosis in 

mm3 resulted in lower probabilities that the differences were due to chance alone @). For 

example, when considering the volume of subcortical necrosis in mm3, an M O V A  

between groups resulted in a p  value of 0.02 12; a Kruskall Wallis test of the same data 

when expressed as a percentage of the contralateral hemisphere resulted in a p value of 

0.0140. As well, when considering the amount of atrophy in the affected hemisphere, an 

ANOVA between groups resulted in a p  value of 0.0676 (not significant), whereas a 

Kruskall-Wallis test of the same data expressed as a percentage of the contralateral 

hemisphere resulted in a p value of 0.059 1 (approaching significance). This finding 

concurs with previous results in the literature that show a superiority of percentage over 

absolute volume of damage as a measurement6'. Because of this finding, and the desire 

to control for variable brain sizes in animals, all histological results, except for the 

contralateral hemisphere size, have been statistically analyzed as a percentage of the 

contralateral hemisphere, using the Kruskall -Wallis test for non-parametric data. 

Conttalateral Hemisphere Size 

As all brain damage is expressed as a percentage of the contralateral hemisphere, 

it is important to verify that there are no significant differences between treatment groups 

in this parameter (figure 12). Any significant differences between groups in contralateral 

hemisphere size, whether caused by the stroke, the treatment, random chance, or the age 

of animals in the group, would influence the normalized values of damage when 
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Figure I2 - Average volume of the contrvlaternl hemisphere for each group. 

expressed as a proportion, confounding the results. An ANOVA on the size of the 

contralateral hemisphere revealed no significant differences between groups @ = 0.459). 

An example of a stained coronal section is shown in figure 13. Note the cortical 

and the subcortical infarction. As well, note that the hemisphere with the damage is 

smaller in area than the unaffected hemisphere. The border of the infarct is quite 

Figure 13 - Example o f  a stained coronal section. 



Figure 14 - Highcr revolution o f  stained section, ~hotving border of infarct. 

demarcated, as can be seen in the higher resolution of figure 14. This allows the 

quantification of infarct size to be rather exact. 

Cortical Dnmnge 

Rats who were exposed to normoxemia during and after their stroke displayed an 

average of 45 mm' of cortical damage, or 6.5% of the total volume of the contralateral 

hemisphere (figure 15). Those rats who experienced intra-ischemic hyperoxemia in the 

low range exhibited less conical damage, measuring an average of 17 rnm3, or 2.3% @ = 

0.0223) of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. Animals who were treated with 

high levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia also exhibited less cortical damage, exhibiting 

an average of 16 mm3, or 2.1% @ = 0.0484) of the volume of the contralateral 



hemisphere. Both of these treatment groups enjoyed significantly less cortical damage 

when compared to the normoxemic control group. 

Repefision hyperoxemia also resulted in less cortical damage, measuring an 

average of 18 mm3, or 2.7% @ = 0.0820) of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. 

This is another challenge to the notion of repefision injury due to oxygen-derived free 

radicals - although more oxygen is present in the blood that returns to ischemic tissue, 

cortical damage is less than the normoxemic, control group. 
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Figure 15 - Average volume o f  cortical damagc for cach group, 

Intra-isc hemic hyperoxemia combined with reperfision hyperoxem ia resulted in 

dramatic, consistently improved neurological outcome. with cortical damage reduced to 

an average of only I mm3, or only 0.2% (p  = 0.0005) of the volume of the contralateral 

hemisphere for this treatment group. 

Apos! hoc analysis for any other significant differences in cortical damage 

between treatment groups revealed a couple of interesting things. The difference in the 

volume of conical damage between the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia treatment group 

and the intra-ischem ic plus reperfbsio n hyperoxemia group was statistical l y significant @ 

= 0.04 18). As well, the difference in the volume of conical damage between the 

repehsion hyperoxemia treatment group and the intra-ischemic plus reperhsion 



hyperoxemia treatment group was statistically significant @ = 0.0389). These results 

indicate the drastic improvement seen with the intra-ischemic plus reperfision 

hyperoxemia treatment is statistically superior even to other hyperoxemia treatments, 

which also show improvement over the normoxic control group. 

Subcorti'cal Damage 

Control rats with intra-ischemic and reperfusion normoxemia were amicted with 

an average of 60 mrn3 of subcortical necrosis, representing 8% of the total volume of the 

contralateral hemisphere (figure 16). Rats treated with intra-ischemic hyperoxemia into 

the low and high range exhibited subcortical necrosis of 45 rnrn3, or 6% @ = 0.1736), and 

47 mm3, or 7% @ = 0.1392) respectively. Although these differences between treatments 
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Fi y re 16 - Avcragc volume of subcortical damage for each group. 

were not significant, there is a trend towards less subconical damage in the intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia treatment groups when compared to the normoxemic group. 

While the reperfision hyperoxemia group did not display a significant reduction 

in the amount of subcofiical necrosis @ = 0.052 l), there was a trend towards less 

damage, with only 47 mm3 of the affected hemisphere infarcted, or 7% of the volume of 

the contralateral hemisphere. This represents another challenge to the theory of 

repehsion injury due to oxygen-derived free radicals, as subconical damage is not 



increased, but rather reduced. 

Once again those rats who were exposed to both intra-ischemic and repedbsion 

hyperoxemia fared the best, displaying significantly less subcortical damage when 

compared to the normoxemic group. Rats in this treatment group exhibited subcortical 

necrosis of only 27 mm3, or 4% @ = 0.0007) of the total volume of the contralateral 

hemisphere. 

Apost hoc analysis of any other differences in subcortical damage between 

treatment groups revealed that the drastic improvement in the int ra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxemia treatment group was significantly different from the reperfhion 

hyperoxemia only treatment group @ = 0.0201). This shows that the addition of 

beneficial intra-isc hemic hyperoxemia to the repefision hyperoxemia treatment creates a 

condition that results in markedly reduced subconical damage when compared to the 

control group. 

Total Necrosis 

The total amount of tissue lost to necrosis is the cortical damage plus the 

subcortical damage. Those animals that experienced normal blood oxygen levels during 

and after their stroke suffered an  average of 105 mm3 of total necrosis in the affected 

hemisphere, or 15% of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere (figure 1 7). The intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia treatment groups exhibited significantly less total necrosis when 

compared to the control group. Those rats who experienced low intra-isc hemic 

hyperoxemia lost an average of 62 mm3, or 8% @ = 0.0491) of the volume of the 

contralateral hemisphere to necrosis. The high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia treatment 

resulted in an average necrosis of 63 mm3, or 9% @ = 0.0346) o f  the volume of the 



contralateral hemisphere. 

Reperfhion hyperoxemia produced an average necrosis of 65 mm3, or 9 % @ = 

0.0696) of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. The theory of reperfusion injury 

would predict that this group would exhibit significantly greater necrosis than a 

normoxic control group, due to a greater substrate for the production of oxygen derived 

Free radicals. The fact that reperfbsion hyperoxemia produces less damage directly calls 
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Figure 17 - Average volume of total necrosis for  each group. 

into question this theory of reperfhion injury. 

Consistent with the previous data, those rats that experienced intra-ischemic and 

reperfusion hyperoxemia enjoyed a total necrosis of only 28 mm3 . or 4% @ = 0.0003) of 

the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. 

A post hoc analysis for any other significant differences in total necrosis between 

treatment groups revealed that the intra-ischemic plus reperfbsion hy peroxemia group 

had significantly less damage than the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia only group @ = 

0.0278). This suggests that although the effects of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia 

significantly mitigate neuronal damage, the addition of repefision hyperoxemia to this 

treatment makes the outcome significantly more beneficial. As well, it was found that the 



improvement found with the intra-ischemic plus repefision hyperoxemia treatment was 

significantly different from the reperhion hyperoxernia only treatment @ = 0.0075). 

This indicates that the addition of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia to repefision 

hyperoxemia is significantly more beneficial than reperfhion hyperoxemia alone. 

Amphy 

Tissue is lost to the removal of dead tissue by macrophages, and also to shrinkage 

due to trans-synaptic atrophy. The former is present only in the infarcted hemisphere. 

The latter, however, would be expected to influence both hemispheres to some degree, 

because of commissural fibers of the brain. The normoxic control group lost an average 

of 70 mm3 from the affected hemisphere, or 10% of the volume of the contralateral 

hemisphere (figure 18). A Kruskall-Wallis analysis revealed that none of the 

hyperoxemia treatment groups displayed significantly less atrophy when compared to the 

normoxemic control group @ = 0.059 1). Low levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia 

produced an average of 43 mm3 lost from the ipsilateral hemisphere, equivalent to 6% of 
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Figure 18 - Average volume of atroll hy for cach group. 

the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. High intra-ischemic hyperoxemia resulted in 

an average atrophy of 47 mm3 of the ipsilateral hemisphere, or 6% of the volume of the 

contralateral hemisphere. 



The repefision hyperoxemia treatment displayed an average of 44 mm3 lost from 

the stroked hemisphere, or 6% of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. 

While not significant for this dependent variable, the intra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxemia group consistently showed the best outcome. Animals in this 

group lost an average of only 32 mm3 of tissue from the ipsilateral hemisphere, or 4% of 

the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. 

Total Tissue Lost 

The total amount of tissue lost, as mentioned above, is the total amount of 

necrosis plus the tissue lost to atrophy. The normoxic control group suffered an average 

of 175 mm3 of total tissue damage, or 25% of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere 

(figure 19). The intra-ischemic hyperoxemia treatments showed significantly less total 

damage when compared to this control group. Rats exposed to low levels of intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia had an average tissue loss of 101 mm3. or 14% 01 = 0.04 13) of the 

volume of the contralateral hemisphere. High intra-ischemic hyperoxemia resulted in an 
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Figure 19 - Average volume of total tissue toss for each group. 

average total tissue loss of 1 10 mm3, or 15% @ = 0.0346) of the contralateral hemisphere. 

The reperfhsion hyperoxemia group also displayed less total damage when 

compared to the control group, losing an average of 1 10 mm3 from the affected 



hemisphere, or 16% @ = 0.0588) of the volume of the contralateral hemisphere. Since 

this difference is approaching significance, this challenges the theory of oxygen-derived 

free radical reperhion injury, which would have predicted a significant increase in the 

amount of total damage. 

A significant reduction in the total amount of tissue lost was evident on the intra- 

ischemic plus repefision hyperoxernia group. These animals lost an average of only 59 

mm3 from the ischemic hemisphere, or 8% @ = 0.0009) of the volume of the contralateral 

hemisphere. 

An analysis done post hoc for any other differences between groups revealed that 

the beneficial effects seen with high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia significantly improves if 

repefision hyperoxemia is added to the treatment @ = 0.0 I 15). Similarly, it was 

revealed that the beneficial effects of reperfhion hyperoxemia can be significantly 

improved with the addition of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia to the treatment @ = 0.0167). 

Histolow - Sectional Analysis 

Corter 

The analysis of where, along the longitudinal antero-posterior axis of the rat brain, 

the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia occurred will begin with the cortex. In the 

normoxemic rat, the most conical damage was displayed in the middle sections of the 

brain, specifically from section 10.2 (anterior) to 6.2 (posterior), with an average necrosis 

of approximately 1 1% of the corresponding contralateral hemispheric area. In the low 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group, the most cortical damage was represented in sections 

10.2 to 7.2, averaging necrosis of about 5% of the corresponding contralateral 

hemisphere section. There was significantly less cortical damage in the low intra- 



ischemic group when compared to the control group at sections 11.2 @ = 0.0393). 10.2 @ 

= 0.0393), 8.2 @ = 0.0385), and 6.2 @ = 0.0073) (figure 20). 
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Figure 20 - Sectional analysis of cortical nccrosis for the normoxcmic and low intra-ischemic 
hype toxemia groups. 
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Figure 21 - Sectional analysis of cortical necrosis for the normoarmic and high intra-ischemic 
hyperoxemia groups. 

The high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group (figure 2 1)  displayed the most 

cortical damage in the middle sections 8.2 (anterior) to 6.2 (posterior). In these sections 

the average cortical necrosis was about 5% of the corresponding contralateral hemisphere 



section. Significant differences between this treatment group and the normoxemic 

control group occurred at sections 1 1.2 @ = 0.0 17 1 ), 10.2 @ = 0.0278) and 6.2 @ = 

0.0 193). Together, these analyses indicate that hyperoxernia during ischemia protects the 

cortex over the entire hemisphere. 

Those rats who experienced repefision hyperoxemia (figure 22) displayed the 

most cortical damage between sections 10.2 (anterior) to 6.2 (posterior). At these levels, 

damage was between 5 - 6% of the corresponding contralateral section. Like the high 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group, significant differences occurred between the 

reperfitsion hyperoxemia group and the normoxemic control group at sections 1 1.2 @ = 

0.0174), 10.2 @ = 0.0423), and 6.2 @ = 0.0485). 
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Figure 22 - Sectional analysis of cortical necrosis for thc normoxcmic and reperfusion 
hyperoxemia groups. 

The intra-ischemic plus reperfusion hyperoxemia treatment resulted in negligible 

cortical damage anywhere in the brain (figure 23). The section with the most damage, 

although very slight, was 7.2, where there was an average necrosis of less than 1% of the 

corresponding contralateral hemisphere section. Highly significant differences occurred 
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Figure 23 - Sectional analysis of cortical necrosis for the normoxcmic and intra-ischemic plus 
reperfusion hy pcroxemia groups. 

between this treatment and the normoxemic group at levels 11.2 @ = 0.0004), 10.2 @ = 

0.0008), 8.2 @ = 0.0005), and 6.2 @ = 0.0001). 

It is important to verify here that although there are seemingly large differences in 

cortical damage between normoxemia and all the groups at levels 9.2 and 7.2, especially 

in the intra-ischemic plus reperfhion hyperoxernia group. the Kruskal-Wallis test for 

non-parametric data revealed that there were no significant di tTerences between any 

groups at level 9.2 @ = 0.0640) or at level 7.2 @ = 0.147 I ) .  This non-significance 

precluded any statistically legal posf hoc analyses for differences between individual 

groups. 

Su bcorta 

Control rats displayed the most subcortical damage in sections 10.2 (anterior) to 

6.2 (posterior). Average subcortical damage in these sections for the normoxemic group 

was about 22-25% of the corresponding contralateral hemisphere section. Low intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia (figure 24) resulted in the most damage in sections 10.2 - 8.2, 
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Figure 24 - Sectional analysis of suhcorticai nccrosis for the normoxcmic and low intra-ischemic 
hypetoxemia groups. 

averaging about 18 % of the corresponding contralateral hemisphere section. The bulk of 

subcortical damage tapered off toward the posterior part of the brain, resulting in 

significant differences between the groups at sections 7.2 ( p  = 0.0 19 1 )  and 6.2 @ = 

0.0028). 

Animals that experienced high levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia displayed 

reduced overall subcortical damage (figure 25), but the subconical damage at all sections 

was not significantly different from the control group. 

Similarly, the subcortical damage exhibited with the repefision hyperoxemia 

group (figure 26) was not significantly different at any section when compared to the 

normoxic control group. 

Animals in the intra-ischemic plus repefision hyperoxemia group showed the 

most improvement (figure 27) when compared to the nonnoxemic group. Rats in this 

group exhibited the most subconical damage in sections 10.2 - 7.1, averaging about 8% 

of the corresponding contralateral hemisphere. There were significant improvements in 



subconical damage at sections 10.2 @ = 0.00 15). 8.2 @ = 0.00 IS), 7.2 @ = 0.0009). and 

6.2 @ = 0.0030). 
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Figure 25 - Scctional analysis of suhcartical dilmilge for thc normoxcmic and high intra-ischemic 
hyperoxemia groups. 
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Figure 26 - Sectional analysis of subcortical damage for the normoacrnic and reperfusion 
hyperoxemia groups. 

The amount of brain atrophy was the greatest in  the normoxemic control group. 

Like all other groups, the greatest amount of atrophy took place in the anterior sections of 
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Figure 27 - Sectional analysis of subcorticul ncrrorir for thc normoxcmic and intra-ischcmic plus 
repcrfusion hypcroxcmia groups. 

the brain, namely 14.2 to 11.2, and the middle sections of the brain, namely 10.2 to 7.2, 

where the average amount of atrophy was around 15% of the corresponding contralateral 

hemisphere section. The low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group showed less overall 

atrophy (figure 28) in a uniform distribution along the antero-posterior brain axis, an 
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Figure 28 - Sectional analysis of atrophy for the normoxcmic and low intra-ischemic 
hyperoxemia groups. 

indication of hemispheric neuroprotection even at coronal levels in front of, and behind 

the infarct. In this group, the greatest tissue loss happened anteriorly and tapered off 



toward the posterior end of the brain. A significant difference in the amount of atrophy 

between this group and the control group occurred at level 6.2 @ = 0.0082). 

In the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group (figure 29), again most atrophy 

occurred anteriorly and tapered off toward the posterior end of the brain. The most 

atrophy in this group occurred at levels 14.2 to 12.2, where tissue loss averaged about 

13% of the contralateral hemisphere. Significant reductions in  atrophy when compared 

to the control group took place in levels 8.2 @ = 0.0242) and 6.2 @ = 0.0039). 
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Figure 29 - Sectional analysis of atrophy for the normoxcmic and high intm-ischcmic 
hypetoxcmia groups. 

In the reperfbsion hyperoxemia treatment (figure 30), there was overall less 

atrophy when compared to the normoxemic control group. Most of the atrophy again 

occurred anteriorly, tapering off toward the posterior end of the brain. A significant 

difference between this group and the control group took place at level 8.2 @ = 0.0494). 

The intra-ischemic plus repertision hyperoxemia group (figure 3 1)  displayed 

approximately the same amount of amount of atrophy as the other hyperoxemia treatment 

groups. As seen with the other treatments, most atrophy occurred anteriorly, but 
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Figure 30 - Sectional anaIysis o f  atrophy for the normoxcmic and mpcrfusiun hypcroxernin 
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remarkably in this group, neuroprotection was seen posteriorly, even in  the occipital lobe, 

very remote From the infarct. Significant differences between this group and the 

normoxemic group occurred at levels 8.2 @ = 0.0049), 6.2 @ = 0.0060). and 2.2 @ = 
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Figure 31 - Sectional analysis o f  atrophy for normoxcmic and intra-ischemic plus reperfusion 
hyperoxemia groups. 



Total Tisme Loss 

As mentioned before, the total tissue lost is effectively a summary measure of 

brain damage, consisting of the sum of the necrotic plus tissue lost to atrophy. In the 

normoxemic control group (figure 32), rats lost the most tissue in the middle sections of 

the brain, namely sections 10.2 to 7.2, where an average of 50% of the corresponding 

contralateral hemisphere section was lost, a considerable amount. The low intra-ischemic 

hyperoxernia group lost less tissue overall than the control group, with the greatest tissue 

damage also occurring in middle sections 10.2 to 7.2, representing around 30% of the 

contralateral hemisphere. Significant differences between this treatment and the control 

group took place at levels 8.2 @ = 0.0003), 7.2 @ = 0.0007), and 6.2 @ = 0.0007). 
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Figure 32 - Sectional analysis of total tissue loss for normoxcmic and low intra-ischemic 
hyperoxemia groups. 

In the high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group (figure 33), there was again less 

overall damage when compared to the normoxemic control group. The greatest damage 

in this condition occurred in the middle sections 10.2 to 7.2, averaging around 30% of the 

contralateral hemisphere section. Significant differences between this group and the 
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Figure 33 - Sectional analysis of total tissue loss for narmoxcmic and high int rd-ischemic 
hyperoxemia groups. 

control group occurred throughout the middle portion of the brain, at sections 10.2 @ = 

0.0242), 9.2 @ = 0.0346), 8.2 @ = 0.0346), 7.2 @ = 0.0346), 6.2 @ = 0.0346). and 5.2 @ 

= 0.0167). 

Reperfision hyperoxemia (figure 34) also resul ted in less overall damage when 

compared to the nonnoxemic group. In this group the most damage occurred at levels 

10.2 to 7.2, averaging about 30% of the contralateral hemisphere section size. Significant 

differences between this treatment and the normoxemic treatment occurred at levels 10.2 

@ = 0.0343), 9.2 @ = 0.0413), 8.2 (p  = 0.0284), 6.2 @ = 0.0343), and 5.2 @ = 0.0082). 

Consistent with all of the previous results, the rats that were exposed to 

hyperoxemia both during and after their stroke enjoyed the least amount of brain damage 

(figure 35). Damage is drastically reduced when compared to the normoxemic group, 

with the most damage, only about 17%, occurring at corresponding levels to the 

normoxemic group. Highly significant differences in total brain tissue lost between the 

intra-ischemic plus repefision hyperoxemia group and the normoxemic group occurred 

at levels 10.2 @ = 0.0009), 9.2 @ = 0.0009), 8.2 @ = 0.0003), 7.2 ( p  = 0.0007), 6.2 ( p  = 
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0.0007), 5.2 @ = 0.003 I),  and 2.2 @ = 0.0 137). I t  i s  noteworthy that damage was less 

even occipitally, due to protection against atrophy (see above), and that this remote 

protection persisted even when total damage is considered. 



Relationshir, and Infarct Size 

To examine whether there is a direct relationship between the level of 

hyperoxemia attained during the stroke and the size of the infarction, i. e to find out if a 

certain POz results in a cenain size of infarct, a regression analysis was done between 

intra-ischemic PO2 and the size of infarcts for the normoxemic group and the two intra- 

ischemic hyperoxemia only groups. Results on all regressional analyses, including 

cortical damage, subcortical damage, total necrosis, atrophy, and total tissue loss on 

blood oxygen level were not statistically significant. This indicates that in this 

experiment, the level of blood oxygen is not a discrete indicator of infarct size - 

beneficial effects seen with intra-ischemic hyperoxemia seem to be an all-or-none 

phenomenon. To see if higher blood oxysen levels result in a smaller infarct size, a 

Spearman's Ranksum correlational test between PO2 and infarct size was also done for 

the normoxic group and the two intra-ischemic hyperoxemia groups. Again the results of 

all correlational tests, including conex, subconex, total necrosis, atrophy, and total tissue 

loss to blood oxygen levels were not statistically significant, fbnher indicating that the 

level of blood oxygen is not a discrete indicator of stroke size. 

Correlation o f  Behavior and Histolow 

Both changes in behavior and the death of neurons are the result of cerebral 

ischemia. It is of utmost importance to determine whether the changes in behavior and 

the changes in brain structure are correlated, as neurologists use behavior to assess the 

neurological hnction of a presenting patient, yet histological analyses are not available 

unless neuroimaging is done, or until autopsy. After using a Spearman's Ranksum test to 

analyze whether a correlation exists between these two dependant variables, it was found 



that in all cases the two variables were in fact correlated to a high level of significance. 

Cortical damage @ = 0.0005), subcortical damage @ = 0.0023), total necrosis (p = 

0.0009), atrophy @ < 0.0000), and total tissue loss @ < 0.0000) were all significantly 

correlated to behavioral outcome on the Bederson Neurological scale. 



CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION 

Conclusions for Treatments based on the Results 

Low Levels of Intta-Ischemic Hyperoxemia 

There is improvement in neurological outcome in all variables measured when the 

low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia group is compared to the nonnoxernic control group. 

Behaviorally, low levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia significantly improved Bederson 

neurological scores. As well, this treatment increased water consumption and weight 

gain, overall indicators of the health of the animal, although not to a statistically 

significant degree. Histologically, low levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia significantly 

reduced cortical damage, slightly reduced subconical damage, slightly reduced the 

amount of atrophy, and significantly reduced the total tissue lost. 

Based on these observations, it is concluded that, at least in the rat, low levels of 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia provide neuroprotection against ischemic brain injury. 

Since the behavioral results coincided with the histological results, it is also 

concluded that low levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxernia provide benefit at both the level 

of the synapse and the level of the neuron. It is impossible to decipher from this data, 

however, whether behavior is improved due to an effect on synapses exclusively, or 

whether the improvement in behavior is due to the salvaging of neurons. 

High Levels of In  tra- fsc h emic Hyperoxem in 

High levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia resulted in roughly the same amount 

of neuroprotection as the low intra-isc hemic hyperoxemia treatment. Behavioral 

outcomes were improved with this treatment, resulting in significantly improved 

Bedenon neurological scores. Water consumption and weight gain were increased with 



this treatment, although not attaining statistical significance. There was also less brain 

damage with this treatment. The amount of cortical necrosis was reduced by a significant 

amount, subcortical damage was slightly reduced, and the amount of atrophy in  the 

affected hemisphere was slightly reduced. A summary measure of brain damage, total 

tissue loss, was significantly reduced with high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia. 

Based on these observations, it is concluded that high levels of intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia, similar to low levels of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia, provide 

neuroprotection against ischemic damage, at least in the rat. 

Also similar to low intra-ischemic hyperoxemia, the agreement between 

behavioral and histological outcomes indicates that high intra-ischemic hyperoxernia 

provides benefit to both the synapse and the entire neuron. .Again, it is impossible to tell 

from these data alone whether the improvement in behavior was due to a synaptic effect 

independent of neuronal necrosis, or whether the synaptic benefit necessary for an 

improvement in behavior was directly related to the reduction of necrosis. 

Proposed Mechnn ism of Neuroprotection ~vitlt Intr-Ischemic Hyperoxemin 

How could hyperoxemia during a stroke improve neurological outcome? As 

mentioned before, since hemoglobin is nearly 100% saturated with oxygen at normal POz 

levels, significant gains cannot come from any increase in hemoglobin-bound oxygen. 

Instead, it is proposed that intra-ischemic hyperoxemia allows the freely dissolved 

oxygen in the blood serum to diffuse from vascularized neural tissue to ischemic tissue. 

This diffusion of molecular oxygen down the concentration gradient could sustain the 

oxygen concentration in ischemic tissue to a physiological amount, thereby maintaining 

the production of adequate levels of ATP. Neuroprotection with this treatment could 



therefore arise From the maintenance of ischemic tissue ATP levels, thereby minimizing 

the production of free radical upon reperfusion, and reducing post-ischemic injury. 

There were no statistical or practical differences in the degree of neuroprotection 

between the low level and high level of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia, as judged from both 

a regressional and correlational analysis. This suggests that, at least at norrnobaric levels, 

the beneficial effects of intra-ischemic hyperoxemia are an "all-or-none" phenomenon. 

Based on the present results, there seems to be no linear relationship between blood 

oxygen level and infarct size, nor is there a dose-response curve for blood oxygen level. 

If Freely dissolved oxygen does diffuse down the concentration gradient from 

vascularired areas to ischemic areas, it seems intuitive that higher levels of arterial 

hyperoxemia during a stroke would be more beneficial than lower levels of hyperoxemia. 

However, the results of the present experiments did not reveal this. How can this be 

reconciled? Ischemia may cause the ATP levels of the tissue to drop below a crucial 

"threshold" level, below which triggers the biochemical cascade that produces 

necrotizing free radicals upon repefision. The diffusion of oxygen to ischemic tissue 

during intra-ischemic hyperoxemia may prevent the ATP levels from dropping below this 

critical threshold level, preventing the production of repefision free radicals in an "a1 I- 

or-none" fashion. 

Repefusion Hyperoxemin 

This treatment consistently provided surprising results. Rather than impairing 

neurological outcome, as would have been predicted by the theory of repefision injury 

due to the generation of oxygen-derived free radicals, elevating the oxygen level in the 

blood that returns to ischemic tissue provided neuroprotection both behaviorally and. to a 



lesser extent, histologically (see below). Rats in this treatment group displayed 

significantly improved Bederson neurological scores. They also drank more water and 

gained more weight, although these increases were not statistically significant. Although 

there was an improvement in all histological measurements, including cortical and 

subcortical necrosis, atrophy, and total tissue loss, none of the improvements were found 

to be statistically significant. 

Based on these surprising results, it can be concluded that the decades old notion 

of reperfbsion injury due to the generation of oxygen-derived free radicals may not be 

applicable to neural tissue. Increasing the substrate for the pathological free radicals, 

namely oxygen, should have increased damage according to that theory. However, 

increasing the potential for the generation of free radicals did not increase damage but 

rather decreased damage, sometimes to a statistically significant degree. It would be of 

interest to see if hyperoxemia augmented the production of Free radicals in the 

repefision period. 

It can also be concluded from group 4 that the reperfbsion period is a potential 

time for stroke treatment. Reperfhion hyperoxernia was both safe and effective at 

reducing stroke size, at least in the rat species. 

Proposed Mech an isnt of Neuroprotection with Reperfusion Hyperoxenr in 

How could these surprising results have been attained, since it is widely accepted 

that a large part of the injury from ischemia arises from the production of oxygen-derived 

free radicals upon repefision? How could increasing the substrate for free radical 

production decrease the amount of damage actually produced? 



One possible explanation for the neuroprotective effects of reperfbsion 

hyperoxemia involves the speed of oxygen diffision. The speed with which a molecule 

travels down its concentration gradient is influenced by the absolute difference between 

the two concentrations. That is, diasion will be more rapid between areas that are 

vastly different than areas which are closer in concentration. Hyperoxemic repefision 

may bring the ATP levels of the ischemic tissue back up to physiological levels quicker 

than nonnoxemic reperfbsion due to the larger concentration gradient, and subsequent 

faster diffision of oxygen into the ischemic tissue. This speed of diffusion may 

effectively shorten the period of free radical production, thereby reducing the amount of 

brain damage. Although the obsolitrr dflrre~ice in diffusion speeds may be extremely 

shon, a matter of only milliseconds, the proporti011 of the period of free radical 

production may be decreased enough to result in significant neurological improvement. 

Similarly, hyperoxemic reperfusion may restore oxygen tension in the ischemic tissue 

faster than normoxemic reperfbsion. If physiological tissue oxygen tension provides 

neuroprotection against free radicals which ore produced upon repefision after 

normoxemic ischemia, the relatively rapid restoration of tissue oxygen tension with 

hyperoxemic repefision versus normoxemic may effectively reduce the period of time 

free radicals are damaging to the tissue, resulting in less overall damage. 

Behavioral outcome was more favorable with this treatment than histological 

outcome. While Bederson neurological scores were significantly improved, histological 

results were only approaching significant improvement. How could reperfhion 

hyperoxemia produce (slightly) greater brain damage than the intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia condition, yet provide the same behavioral improvement, since synapses 



(and therefore behavior) are affected by the damage of a neuron? One possible way to 

reconcile this seemingly incompatible outcome is that ischemia may result in the 

inhibition of neural activity, producing alterations in behavior independent of any 

necrosis. The beneficial behavioral outcomes seen with both intra-ischemic hyperoxemia 

and reperfusion hyperoxemia may have arisen because both conditions reversed this 

neural inhibition, mitigating behavioral outcome. The improvement in behavior seen 

with reperfusion hyperoxemia may have resulted from a "fixing" of synaptic deficit that 

occurred even in  those neurons which were not killed by the ischemia. 

I n  tra- Ischemic and Reperfusion Hyperoxenria 

Rats who experienced both intra-ischemic plus repefision hyperoxemia 

consistently had dramatic improvements in  their neurological outcome. The degree of 

neuroprotection gained by this treatment was truly astonishing. Both behaviorally and 

histologically, the improvements seen when comparing this group to the control group 

were highly significant. Scores on the Bederson neurological scale were extremely 

reduced with this hyperoxemia treatment. Rats displayed an average score that 

approached no neurobehavioral deficit at all. They also drank significantly more water, 

and showed the greatest weight gain after the surgery. The histological analysis showed 

the same remarkable improvements with this treatment as behavioral analysis did. 

Cortical infarction was virtually eliminated. Subcortical damage, difficult to treat 

clinically and experimentally, was reduced by a highly significant degree. The volume of 

atrophy was reduced, similar to all other hyperoxemia treatments. Lastly, the total 

volume of tissue !ost was reduced to an astonishing level with this intra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxemia treatment. Low and high intra-ischemic hyperoxemia alone 



produced total damages of 14% and 15% of the contralateral hemisphere, respectively, 

compared to a normoxemic total tissue loss of 25% of the contralateral hemisphere. The 

addition of reperfusion hyperoxemia to this treatment resulted in a total tissue loss of only 

8% of the contralateral hemisphere. 

It can be concluded based on these results that hyperoxemia initiated at the 

beginning of an ischemic period and maintained throughout the reperfbsion period 

provides astronomical neuroprotection, at least in the rat. Because the results were 

impressive and free of any apparent side effects, it can be recommended that this 

treatment be subjected to clinical trial in stroke patients. 

The concordance of the behavioral and histological outcomes suggests that this 

treatment provides synaptic protection, possibly in addition to the protection of the entire 

neuron. Again, it is impossible to decipher from this data whether behavior is improved 

due to an effect on synapses exclusively, or whether the improvement in behavior is due 

to the salvaging of neurons. 

&posed Mechnnisnt of Neuroprotection with Intr-lschentic plus Reperfusion 

Hyperoxernia 

Since both intra-ischemic hyperoxemia and reperfbsion hyperoxemia have 

advantageous outcomes, the astonishing success of the combination of these two 

treatments can be seen as a summation of the neuroprotection provided by each. 

Diffusion of oxygen into the ischemic tissue as a consequence of intra-isc hemic 

hyperoxemia may prevent the drop in ATP levels of the tissue necessary for the 

production of free radicals upon reperfirsion. Repefision hyperoxemia may be hrther 

beneficial by compensating for oxygen deprivation in ischemic tissue in ways intra- 



ischemic hyperoxemia cannot. For example, the diffused oxygen fiom intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia may be used up producing ATP in the tissue, eliminating the subsequent 

production of copious free radicals. Repehsion hyperoxemia may then rapidly bring up 

oxygen tension of the ischemic tissue, reducing the amount of time that the oxygen 

tension in the tissue is dangerously low. 

Neuroprotection in Specific Brain Regions 

Neuroprotection in the Cortex 

The relatively large beneficial effects of hyperoxemia in the cortex versus the 

subcortex could have arisen out of the overlapping of vasculature in this region. The 

marked reduction in conical necrosis could have been a result of the anterior and 

posterior cerebral arteries "loading up" the temtory of the middle cerebral artery with 

oxygen during and/or after the stroke. The collateral arteries could have either reduced 

the distance needed for the oxygen to diffuse during the stroke, or directly supplied the 

ischemic temtory with increased oxygen through the blood upon reperfirsion. 

Neuroprofecfion in the Subcortex 

As there is no collateral blood flow in  this region, the subconex is difficult to 

treat. Intra-ischemic plus reperfhion hyperoxemia significantly reduced damage in this 

region. The efficacy of this treatment in the subcortex despite of the lack of overlapping 

blood flow indicates its strong neuroprotective properties. The fact that there was not 

complete neuroprotection with this combination treatment subconically, although there 

was almost complete cortical neuroprotection, supports the notion of oxygen diffision to 

the ischemic tissue during ischemia. Oxygen would have to diffuse a greater distance 

fiom vascularized areas to reach the subcortex compared to the conex, and for this reason 



may have provided only a portion of the protection afforded in the conex. Reperfhion 

hyperoxemia afier hyperoxemic ischemia may have provided bnher neuroprotection in 

the subcortex, salvaging a significant amount of this tissue. 

Atrophy 

Tissue loss occurred not only in the areas that corresponded to necrosis, but also 

in areas anterior and posterior to the infarct. This indicates that in addition to 

macrophages cleaning up the dead tissue, trans-synaptic atrophy took place along the 

antero-posterior axis of the brain. Neurons which were damaged in the infarcted area 

would have degenerated even from areas which were spared from ischemia. For this 

reason, the entire ipsilateral hemisphere was affected by ischemia. 

Because there were no differences between groups in the amount of atrophy, this 

suggests that the speed of the shrinkage of neural tissue afier a stroke is not related to the 

overall amount of tissue necrosis. Cleaning up of dead tissue by macrophages and trans- 

synaptic atrophy seemed to take place at a constant pace, independent of the amount of 

tissue damage. 

Possible Confounding Vnria bies 

Although the beneficial effects of arterial hyperoxernia during and after stroke 

may be due to factors directly related to oxygen and oxygen derived free radicals, it is 

also conceivable that the mitigating effects of hyperoxemia may be due to an indirect 

effect on other physiological parameters. 

Temperature and Hyperawemin 

For example, it has been shown that at hyperbaric pressures, hyperoxia lowers the 

body temperature of experimental animals 109.1 10 . This has been interpreted as both a 



toxic and an adaptive response mediated by the hypothalamic thermoregulartory center. 

As mentioned before, hypothermia has been shown to provide neuroprotection against 

ischemic injuryq2. This hyperbaric lowering of body temperature in animals has not been 

shown at nonnobaric pressure. Brain temperature in this experiment, as inferred by the 

ipsilateral temporalis muscle, was strictly controlled during the 60 minute ischemic 

period and the 60 minute monitored repehsion period to normothermic levels. 

However, it is conceivable that the neuroprotective effects of hyperoxemia are indirect, 

caused by a reduction in body and/or brain temperature during the first days and nights 

after the stroke. It has been shown that perhsing neurons from the preoptic region of the 

hypothalamus, the area responsible for thermoregulat ioni ' I ,  with high levels of oxygen 

caused their thermosensitive properties to be lost, and further that the addition of a free 

radical scavenger prevented this loss of thermosensit ivity'12. This suggests that high 

oxygen and free radicals may reduce the ability of the body to regulate body temperature. 

While the advantageous outcome with hyperoxemia may have been secondary to 

the lowering of body temperature, it is the opinion of this researcher that this was not the 

case. It was observed that animals given a hyperoxemic treatment were far more active 

than nomoxemic rats, which moved very little in  the first days following the stroke. 

113.1 14 Locomotor activity has been shown in animals to correlate with body temperature . 

It is therefore unlikely that the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia are due to changes in 

temperature, since changes in temperature which did occur would correlate to activity 

levels, and would occur in the opposite direction to that expected to improve neurological 

outcome. 



Cerebral Blood Flow and Hyperoxemin 

It is also conceivable that the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia are due to a 

change in cerebral blood flow, thus decreasing the intensity of the ischemic insult for the 

hyperoxemia treatments. While hyperoxemia does in fact dilate blood vessels in the 

lungs, resulting in a greater blood flow ", hyperoxemia causes the blood vessels of the 

brain to constrict, resulting in Lss blood flow 115.1 16 . Since the ischemic artery, by 

definition, is not exposed to this hyperoxemia, it does not constrict. The constriction of 

collateral arteries during hyperoxemia may create a "shunt" which forces more blood into 

the ischemic tissue, thus decreasing the ischemic bed. The beneficial effects of 

hyperoxemia may therefore be vascular, resulting from an increased amount of blood 

reaching the infarction. 

Nitrous O-~itfe 

In order to elevate blood oxygen levels, the fraction of inspired oxygen was 

increased to 100%. Since normal blood oxygen levels were attained by inhalation of 

20% oxygen in an 80% nitrous oxide gas mixture, increasing the blood oxygen level also 

resulted in a decrease of nitrous oxide inhalation. The beneficial effects of hyperoxemia 

may have been secondary to this decrease of nitrous oxide inhalation. The effects of 

nitrous oxide on cerebral ischemia have been tested by comparing the neurological 

outcome of a fentanyl anesthesidnitrogen inhalation control group to a fentanyI/nitrous 

oxide inhalation group"7. The nitrous oxide group exhibited a significantly worse 

neurological outcome. This suggests that nitrous oxide may have a detrimental effect on 

cerebral ischemia. That study, unfortunately, had some problems which bring into 

question the validity of the results. First of all, the fentanyllnitrogen control group 



received twice as much of the fentanyl anesthetic as the fentanylhitrous oxide group. 

For this reason, it is impossible to determine whether the impaired neurological outcome 

was due to the inhalation of nitrous oxide, or to the smaller amount of fentanyl 

administered. As well, the pathological effects of nitrous oxide were suggested to be due 

to an increase in catecholamines. Other researchers, however, have found elevated levels 

of catecholamines to be in fact beneficial to ischemia118. Because of the confounding 

variable, and the inconsistent results between researchers, it can not be stated definitively 

that nitrous oxide is detrimental to stroke. It has also been shown that nitrous oxide in 

fact does not increase the size of infarct after middle cerebral artery in rats 'I9. For these 

reasons it is unlikely that the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia on ischemia in this study 

are secondary to a reduction in nitrous oxide inhalation. 

Nitrous oxide has also been shown to dilate cerebral blood vessels, thereby 

affecting cerebral blood flow. In healthy humans, 30% and 60% nitrous oxide inhalation 

in oxygen significantly increased blood flow when compared to a 100% oxygen control 

Cerebral vasodilation during nitrous oxide inhalation has also been shown in 

the rat1*'. However, any vasodilatory effects of nitrous oxide would have been 

eliminated during hyperoxemia in this experiment. The normoxemic control group 

experienced nitrous oxide inhalation and therefore cerebral vasodilation, yet exhibited the 

greatest degree of damage after ischemia. This suggests that nitrous oxide mediated 

changes in blood flow are not responsible for the mitigating effects of hyperoxemia, since 

they work in the opposite direction to that expected to improve ischemic injury. 



Halothane, like many other anesthetics, has been shown to have a neuroprotective 

122-124 effect on ischemic injury . . In this study, the amount of halothane was held constant. 

Equal doses of halothane were used with equal experimental goals in mind, namely the 

holding of intra-ischemic blood pressure to 60 mm Hg. The beneficial effects of 

hyperoxemia were therefore not secondary to any anesthetic effect, since anesthesia 

levels were held constant throughout the experiment. 

Limitations of this studv - A~alication to the Real World 

Although the results are encouraging for the treatment of ischemic injury, the 

present study is not a complete survey of the effects of hyperoxemia on stroke. It is 

tempting to take these results on the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia during and after 

stroke directly to the hospital to start testing whether this works in humans. But these 

results may be directly applicable only in the setting resembling the inflicted injury - a 

60-minute stroke at a blood pressure of 60 mm Hg in male rats. These results indicate 

nothing about the effects of hyperoxemia and a stroke of longer duration. It cannot be 

concluded what the effects of hyperoxemia are on a stroke of 1 hours, 8 hours, or 24 

hours. The blood pressure in this experiment, utilized to ensure consistent infarction 

between rats, is artificially low, as blood pressure spontaneously increases in response to 

cerebral ischemia. The hyperoxemia treatment may only work at this artificially reduced 

blood pressure level. 

As mentioned before, there are fhndamental differences between rodent and 

human brains that may prevent the results from being applicable across the animal 

kingdom. The size of a rat brain, about 2 grams, is obviously much smaller than the size 



of a human brain, about 1300 g. If the maximum distance that oxygen can difise from 

vascularized areas is fixed, for example 1 mm, the significant neuroprotection displayed 

in rats may be lost in a larger brain. The preservation of a few cubic millimeters of 

neural tissue by means of oxygen diffusion from vascularized areas in a rat brain 

represents a substantial proportion of the total neural tissue. However, the preservation 

of the same few cubic millimeters of human neural tissue may not result in any statistical 

or, more importantly, hnctional significance. 

Another relevant difference between rat and human brains is the relative 

differences in the diameter of the cerebral blood vessels. The diameter of the middle 

cerebral anery of a rat is about the same size as a small branch of a human middle 

cerebral artery cerebral artery. Fluid tends to flow through tubes in a streamlined fashion 

as though it is composed of a large number of concentric iayers. This is called laminar 

flow ". Fluid near the wall of the tube moves the slowest since it experiences the greatest 

amount of resistance against the stationary wall. The rheology, or the flow of blood in 

the vessels, therefore differs between rats and humans. If the mitigating effects of 

hyperoxemia on ischemia are in any way related to the rate or amount of blood flowing in 

the vessels, the present results may only be applicable to the smaller diameter of the rat 

vasculature. 

As mentioned before, due to the high density of neurons in rats, they have a 

higher basal cerebral metabolic rate than humans do. Hypermetabolic necrosis occurs 

when metabolism outstrips blood supply'25. The metabolic rate for hypermetabolic 

necrosis is closer to rats than it is to the lower basal metabolic rate of humans. The 

beneficial effects of hyperoxemia may work in rats by altering the cerebral metabolic rate 



to below the threshold for hypermetabolic necrosis. If this is the case, then these results 

may not be applicable to humans, since the hypermetabolic mechanism may not apply to 

human stroke. 

Another thing that must be considered is that the rats in this study had their 

strokes under general anesthetic. Most humans who have a stroke are not under such 

anesthetics. Since it has been shown that anesthetics affect outcome from cerebral 

122.1 23 ischemia , the results of the present experiment may be dependant on this factor. 

One other limitation of this study is that the Bederson neurological scale was 

given to the rats by the same experimenter who inflicted the stroke. Although every 

effon was made to be as objective as possible. the resuits would have been more valid if 

the Bederson neurological exam was given blindly. to ensure the elimination of any 

experimenter bias. 

Behavior - Histolow Correlation 

It is desirable to improve the behavior of individuals who have had a stroke. 

While it has been suggested that histological investigation alone is not sufficient to 

properly assess the eficacy of a treatment'26, since infarct size may not correlate with 

behavioral outcome, in this particular study the correlation between the size of the infarct 

and the behavior exhibited was highly significant. This supports the claim made by 

Bederson et allo6 that the neurobehavioral assessment they devised is a reliable indicator 

of middle cerebral artery occlusion infarct size. In this study, an improvement in both 

neurobehavior and histological outcome was achieved with hyperoxemia. The 

improvement in both these measurements suggests that the experimental therapy is truly 

an effective one. 



Future Research Directions 

Oxygen Derived Free Rnrlicals 

Because the theory of oxygen-derived free radicals and ischemic injury is such a 

fundamental and longstanding hypothesis in stroke research, it is of utmost importance to 

know what the free radical correlates are for these completed experiments. If it is found 

that elevating blood oxygen levels improve behavioral and histological outcome, yet free 

radical levels are concurrently increased or unchanged, then the theory that oxygen- 

derived fiee radicals are damaging to neural tissue will be directly challenged. 

It will be valuable to know what the free radical correlates are for each of the 

hyperoxemia treatments, as each may produce different free radical levels. Certain 

questions need to be answered: Is intra-ischemic hyperoxemia beneficial because the 

amount of free radicals produced upon repefision is actually decreased? Is there a 

correlation between the level of intra-ischemic PO2 and the amount of free radicals 

produced? Does reperfhion hyperoxemia really result in an elevated production of free 

radicals? Is there a correlation between the PO2 during repefision and the amount of 

free radicals produced? What is the effect on free radical production when intra-ischemic 

hyperoxernia is combined with repefision hyperoxemia? 

CIinicians may be apprehensive about oxygen therapy for ischemic injury because 

of this theory of oxygen derived free radical production. Whether the concern is a valid 

one remains to be seen. The theory needs to be critically tested in combination with the 

effects of hyperoxemia on neurological outcome. 



Tissue Oxygen Tension 

In partnership with free radical level measurement, it would be valuable to know 

how the brain tissue oxygen levels are affected by hyperoxemia. Does intra-ischemic 

hyperoxemia maintain the oxygen level in the ischemic tissue to physiological levels, 

supporting the notion of freely dissolved oxygen diffusing from vascularized areas down 

the concentration gradient? Can the drop in ATP levels of the ischemic tissue necessary 

for the production of free radicals be avoided by maintaining tissue oxygen tension? 

Does normoxic or hyperoxemic tissue tension provide neuroprotect ion against otherwise 

damaging free radicals? How quickly is the oxygen tension in the tissue restored after 

hyperoxemic reperfusion versus normoxic reperhsion? Does the tension of oxygen in 

the tissue correlate with blood oxygen level? 

Answering these questions will provide information about how hyperoxemia 

mitigates ischemic injury. It may lead into other concepts, which will hnher be able to 

improve neurological outcome by elevating oxygen levels. 

Temperature 

As brain temperature during and after a stroke has been shown to provide 

neuroprotection against ischemic injury, it is important to know if temperature has 

anything to do with the beneficial effects of hyperoxemia. Although the brain 

temperature was monitored during and directly after the stroke, it is necessary to know 

what happens to brain temperature in the first couple of days following the injury. Does 

intra-ischemic hyperoxemia result in a decrease of brain temperature after the stroke? If 

so, is hyperoxemia still beneficial if brain temperature is maintained to normothermia for 

days after the stroke? Is there a relationship between the level of blood oxygen and any 



change in brain temperature? Does reperfhion hyperoxemia decrease brain temperature 

in the days following the stroke? Are the effects of repefision hyperoxemia still 

beneficial if brain temperature is maintained to normothermia after the stroke? What are 

the brain temperature correlates to a treatment of intra-ischemic plus repefision 

hyperoxemia? Is the large neuroprotection found with this treatment dependent on brain 

temperature? 

Cerebral BIootl Flow an ti BIootl Pressure 

Since hyperoxemia has been shown to decrease cerebral blood flow, it is 

important to verify what is happening to the blood flow of the brain with this treatment. 

Are the beneficial effects seen with intra-ischemic hyperoxemia maintained, or even 

increased, if blood flow during the stroke is controlled to match the normoxemic control 

group? Does increasing blood pressure, thereby increasing collateral blood flow, in 

combination with intra-ischemic hyperoxemia provide even greater neuroprotection? Are 

the beneficial effects of reperfhion hyperoxemia due to a decreased blood flow returning 

to the ischemic tissue? Are the benefits of reperfhion hyperoxemia maintained if blood 

flow is controlled to match normoxemic reperfusion? Does varying blood pressure 

during repefision hyperoxemia affect the neurological outcome? Are the drastic 

improvements seen with a combination of intra-ischemic and reperfusion hyperoxemia 

dependent on cerebral blood flow? Are these improvements influenced by blood 

pressure? 

Nittous Oxide 

Because of a possible confound of a reduction of nitrous oxide inhalation during 

hyperoxemia, it is very important to verify that the beneficial effects seen with 



hyperoxemia are not spuriously related to the anesthetic. It would therefore be valuable 

to repeat the above experiments with normal air, instead of nitrous oxide, as the gas 

utilized for the nomoxemia condition. Decreasing the amount of ambient air inhaled, 

rather than decreasing the amount of nitrous oxide inhaled, is more representative of 

oxygen therapy for human stroke. 

Delay of Hyperoxemin Onset 

Another concept that needs to be clarified is how long after the beginning of a 

stroke is hyperoxemia beneficial. This is very important clinically, as many individuals 

may not realize that they are suffering a stroke, or be able to attain medical help, until 

many hours after the ischemia has begun. 

Is intra-ischemic hyperoxemia still beneficial if it not initiated at the very 

beginning of a stroke? Are the benefits seen with repefision hyperoxemia still present if 

the ischemic tissue has already been adequately reperhsed with normoxic blood? In  

other words, are the beneficial effects of reperfision hyperoxemia dependent on a 

hyperoxic drenching of t  he formerly ischemic tissue? 

Duration of Ischemia 

As mentioned before, the stroke model in these experiments represent a restricted 

ischemic injury - a I hour stroke. It needs to be verified whether hyperoxemia is still 

beneficial with strokes of different duration. By halving, doubling, or tripling, the length 

of stroke, information can be gained about the relationship of hyperoxemia to the 

duration of ischemia. is intra-ischemic hyperoxemia advantageous in the rat if the stroke 

length is decreased? Is intra-ischemic hyperoxemia still beneficial if the stroke length is 

increased? Is reperfusion hyperoxemia still beneficial if the duration of the stroke is 



shorter or longer? Are the drastic improvements seen with intra-ischemic plus 

repefision hyperoxemia still present if t he period of isc hemia is varied? 

Behavioral Observations 

Several observations would merit further research. It seemed that repefision 

hyperoxemia resulted in a quicker recovery from surgery than normoxemic repefision 

did. The animals awoke from anesthesia and began moving around sooner with this 

treatment than norrnoxic reperfbsion. As well, animals in the 24-hour oxygen rich 

environment seemed to be hyperactive when compared to the 24-hour normoxic 

recovery. It would be interesting and valuable to know whether these observations were 

indicative of a legitimate phenomenon. Additional behavioral testing of speed of 

recovery and activity levels after stroke in a hyperoxic environment is therefore 

suggested. 

While not examined in this thesis, it would be interesting to know whether the 

variations in drinking and eating behavior were caused by the ischemic destruction and 

hyperoxernic salvation of certain brain regions. For example, osmoreceptors in the 

vascular organ of the lamina terminalis, the subfornical organ, and the anterior 

hypothalamus have been shown to be involved in the thirst response127. Although these 

structures are medial and therefore protected from ischemia in this stroke model, slight 

structural changes not discernable with eosin and hematoxlyin staining could have taken 

place here, such as alterations in the synapses, causing the variation in water consumption 

exhibited. 

Bilateral lesions of the ventrolateral hypothalamus have been shown to cause 

aphagia (absence of eating), which can cause death by starvation12'. While this structure 



was also protected From ischemic necrosis in this model and any damage that did occur 

would have been unilateral, again slight structural changes in the synapses could have 

caused the variations in eating displayed by the animals. 

Combination of Hyperoxemia ~vifh other Isch emin Treatment 

As the infarct was not completely eliminated even with the intra-ischemic plus 

reperfusion hyperoxemia treatment, factors other than oxygen may contribute to the 

development of neuron death after ischemia. It is valuable to know what the effects of 

hyperoxemia are in combination with other infarct reducing agents. such as 

hypoglycemia, insulin, hypothermia, and, possibly, free radical scavengers. If 

hyperoxemia has adverse effects when combined with any of these factors, it would be 

useful to identify these and avoid needlessly exacerbating an injury. 

Future Clinical Directions 

The ultimate goal of any medical research is  to improve the care level given to 

patients, and to improve the outcome for individuals with the prescribed treatment. The 

present research suggests that individuals who have suffered a stroke should be placed in 

a clinical trial of oxygen therapy, either through an oxygen mask, in an oxygen tent, or, 

more effectively, while intubated. It is imponant that a clinical trial be undertaken to 

ensure that the beneficial effects seen with rats is not species specific. It should be 

assessed whether high blood oxygen levels improve behavioral and the amount of 

neuronal death in humans as it does in rats. Neuroimaging techniques such as PET scans 

andfor MRI images could be used to assess the size of brain damage, in addition to 

neurologic scoring. If clinical trials show that oxygen therapy is indeed beneficial for 

stroke victims, the impact on the medical community will be high, as those who have had 



a stroke or who are at risk for one will have an inexpensive and easy treatment modality 

to improve their ultimate outcome. 
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